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Abstract
Living in an increasingly networked world, with an abundant number of services
available to consumers, the consumer electronics market is enjoying a boom. The
average consumer in the developed world may own several networked devices such
as games consoles, mobile phones, PDAs, laptops and desktops, wireless picture
frames and printers to name but a few. With this growing number of networked
devices comes a growing demand for services, defined here as functions requested
by a client and provided by a networked node. For example, a client may wish
to download and share music or pictures, find and use printer services, or lookup
information (e.g. train times, cinema bookings).
It is notable that a significant proportion of networked devices are now mobile.
Mobile devices introduce a new dynamic to the service discovery problem, such
as lower battery and processing power and more expensive bandwidth. Device
owners expect to access services not only in their immediate proximity, but further
afield (e.g. in their homes and offices). Solving these problems is the focus of this
research.
This Thesis offers two alternative approaches to service discovery in Wide Area
Networks (WANs). Firstly, a unique combination of the Session Initiation Pro-
tocol (SIP) and the OSGi middleware technology is presented to provide both
mobility and service discovery capability in WANs. Through experimentation,
this technique is shown to be successful where the number of operating domains
is small, but it does not scale well.
To address the issue of scalability, this Thesis proposes the use of Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) service overlays as a medium for service discovery in WANs. To confirm
that P2P overlays can in fact support service discovery, a technique to utilise the
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) functionality of distributed systems is used to
store and retrieve service advertisements. Through simulation, this is shown to be
both a scalable and a flexible service discovery technique. However, the problems
associated with P2P networks with respect to efficiency are well documented.
In a novel approach to reduce messaging costs in P2P networks, multi-destination
multicast is used. Two well known P2P overlays are extended using the Explicit
Multi-Unicast (XCAST) protocol. The resulting analysis of this extension pro-
vides a strong argument for multiple P2P maintenance algorithms co-existing in
a single P2P overlay to provide adaptable performance. A novel multi-tier P2P
overlay system is presented, which is tailored for service rich mobile devices and
which provides an efficient platform for service discovery.
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In the developed world, devices with multiple modes of network connectivity are
proliferating in the consumer market. From the mobile telephone or MP3 player
in your pocket to the PDA or laptop in your bag, the choice of networked device
has never been so broad. With this increasing number of highly capable devices
comes increasing user expectations. Devices must be able to connect to the
Internet or some other network and share pictures or music, look up information
on the World Wide Web (WWW), discover services offered by other devices, and
more. In this context, a service is defined as a function, process or procedure
requested by a client and accessible over a network.
How to discover such services and meet the user’s growing expectations is a
complex problem with a diverse set of requirements, dependent on the category
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of service discovery system in use. It is these numerous service discovery systems
that are the focus of this document. Due to the large number of available service
discovery techniques, incompatibility among them is common.
For example, a device fitted with a Bluetooth network adapter and Universal Plug
and Play (UPnP) protocol stack may wish to discover a resource to download
music. There are no guarantees that, if such a resource exists in the local domain,
it will be compatible with the searching device. Alternatively, the device may
wish to search a foreign domain for such a resource. How to search multiple
administrative domains for services not only compatible but suitable is a complex
problem and is addressed in this document.
It is also notable that the devices mentioned in this Chapter are predominantly
mobile. As well as being increasingly connected, devices are also becoming smaller
and more portable. With mobility comes the need for efficiency.
Mobile devices typically:
• Have less battery power. To preserve battery power, applications are re-
quired to become more lightweight and to consume less resources.
• Have less available bandwidth. For example, mobile devices frequently
connect to the WWW via GPRS or 3G, and bandwidth is charged per
kilobyte. Thus, reducing bandwidth consumption is very important.
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• Have less processing power. Smaller, mobile devices have less processing
power and memory than larger desktop machines, and again require appli-
cations to have a smaller memory footprint and to use less resources.
Taking these requirements into consideration, the aims of this Thesis are de-
scribed next.
1.2 Aims of this work
The aims of this work are as follows:
1. Design an approach to service discovery which tackles the increasing number
of incompatible service discovery techniques.
2. This approach must be resource efficient and suitable for mobile devices.
3. This approach must be capable of operating in a Wide Area Network.
1.3 Contributions
In order to understand the inherent problems associated with service discovery,
this Thesis examines the requirements of a good service discovery technique. In
addition to this, a survey of existing service discovery solutions is undertaken to
identify which of the identified problems have yet to be addressed.
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Two approaches are presented to tackle the problem of multiple incompatible
service discovery techniques. The first approach utilises a services middleware to
provide an adapter capable of translating between incompatible discovery proto-
cols. This approach is defined in Section 3.3 and is shown not only to operate
in Local Area Networks (LANs) but to also enable the bridging of LANs and
Wide Area Networks (WANs) to offer mobility to normally static devices. This
addresses two of the key goals of this Thesis, to tackle multiple incompatible
service discovery techniques and to provide an approach suitable to WANs.
The second approach allows devices to discover services by context without rely-
ing on a particular service discovery technique. For example, a user may wish to
discover a service by location, or by service type or provider. This is achieved us-
ing P2P overlays, and differs from previous work in that nodes are only required
to support basic Distributed Hash Table (DHT) functionality. Members of a P2P
network are likely to meet this criteria.
Because devices are typically becoming more mobile, resource efficiency is an
important factor to enable service discovery for mobile devices. This Thesis offers
two P2P centric approaches. Firstly, multi-destination routing is applied to two
P2P routing algorithms and the design criteria are described. This approach
replaces inherently parallel operations with multi-destination multicast to offer
significant bandwidth savings. The second approach combines two types of P2P
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routing table maintenance algorithms in a single P2P system, to give variable
performance to peers depending on their bandwidth capability.
1.4 Terminology
In the context of service orientation, a service is a set of networked functions.
Alternatively, the Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS) defines a service as
“a mechanism to enable access to one or more capabilities, where
the access is provided using a prescribed interface and is exercised
consistent with constraints and policies as specified by the service
description” [14].
For the purpose of this Thesis, we shall use the latter.
Services are discovered by devices and other services, and are invoked by users.
textitService discovery is the process of locating a service of interest. A device
is any peripheral or part of a computer system that can send or receive data.
A user is any person who requires a computer for the performance of a task or
recreational activity, often referred to as an end-user.
Peer-to-peer networks consist of nodes, referred to as peers interchangeably in this
Thesis. Nodes in a P2P system are referred to as peers because they typically
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have equal standing within the network. Nodes are “devices on a network that
demand or supply services or where transmission paths are connected” [15].
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
This document firstly presents a literature review in the area of service discov-
ery. Using a well defined set of requirements for service discovery techniques,
a set of diverse problems is described. Designed to tackle this set of problems,
a centralised approach to service discovery is presented in Chapter 3 using the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). This solution, named the SIP Service, is shown
to facilitate importing devices and services from one domain to another. Addi-
tionally, the SIP Service demonstrates protocol bridging between SIP and the
UPnP protocol. After a considered analysis of this approach, the SIP Service is
found to scale inefficiently. Consequently, in Chapter 4, an alternative and more
suitable solution to the service discovery problem is identified using P2P service
overlays.
To address the problem of multiple incompatible service discovery mechanisms
existing in a single network, this Thesis next presents Meta Service Discovery
(MSD). MSD provides the facility to insert service descriptions containing contex-
tual information about service discovery mechanisms into a P2P overlay network.
This is successfully implemented in three Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based
P2P systems.
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Having established that P2P overlays are capable of supporting WAN service
discovery, Chapter 5 presents a novel method to improve the bandwidth efficiency
of service overlays. Using multi-destination multicast, a reduction in excess of
30% bandwidth usage is shown to be achievable in two 1-hop P2P overlays:
EpiChord and the Event Detection and Reporting Algorithm (EDRA). EpiChord
and EDRA utilise two distinct approaches to routing table maintenance, and
these are compared in Chapter 6.
Comparison of active and opportunistic maintenance techniques, used by Epi-
Chord and EDRA respectively, shows complementary performance. EpiChord
nodes perform using less bandwidth than EDRA nodes, but with poorer hop
counts. Using these results as motivation, this Thesis presents a variable-hop
P2P system in Chapter 7, which combines both algorithms used interchangeably
by participating nodes. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this Thesis.
1.6 Summary
This Chapter introduced the concept of the modern networked device which is
feature rich, highly connected and mobile. Some of the problems encountered by
these modern devices, such as expensive bandwidth, incompatibility of services
and inferior processing power have been described. Solutions to these problems
define the goals of this Thesis.
Chapter 2
Service Discovery: Context and
Issues
In this chapter, a literature review in the area of Service Discovery is presented.
2.1 Introduction
In the developed world, devices with multiple modes of network connectivity are
proliferating in the consumer market. Using the TCP/IP protocol stack, these
devices can connect not only to the Internet, but to other logical overlay networks
such as the Word Wide Web (WWW), content sharing P2P systems, and the
Domain Name Resolution System (DNS) amongst many others. In addition to
being connected, devices are increasingly mobile: cellular phones, PDAs and
laptops introduce a large range of new and exciting services to end users. How
to discover such services is a complex problem with a diverse set of requirements,
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depending on the category of service discovery system in use. These requirements
are described in this Chapter, followed by a critique of several service discovery
techniques.
2.1.1 Centralised or Decentralised?
Service discovery can be categorised into centralised or decentralised systems.
Centralised systems typically comprise of a central server which collects service
advertisements and provides a facility for service users to search for the advertised
services. Examples of such systems are Google [16] and Yahoo [17] which create a
set of web crawlers or bots to traverse web pages, gathering information to store
in their central search repositories. For use in the Word Wide Web (WWW),
centralised techniques have proved popular and successful, mainly due to the
relatively static population of nodes which makeup the WWW and the context-
rich searching facility that can be provided. It is also true that content stored in
the WWW (e.g. Web Pages) is refreshed fairly irregularly in comparison to more
volatile networks such as P2P content sharing systems. It is due to this volatility
that systems such as P2P content sharing often choose a decentralised method
of service discovery.
The largest strength of centralised service discovery is possibly its biggest weak-
ness. As already mentioned, a context-rich searching facility is available when
service advertisements are stored in a central server. However, this central server
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introduces a single point of failure in the system - a target for malicious nodes.
Should the central server be removed from the system, no services can be discov-
ered/used. In addition to this, as a system grows in size this central server may
become a bottleneck, and searching efficiency is vastly reduced. Thus, there is
strong motivation for larger systems to become more decentralised.
To address scalability, a hybrid approach to service discovery exists where super
nodes/peers assume a larger responsibility for storage or processing than less
powerful peers. For example, Google and Yahoo have created large server farms,
where the servers interconnect to form a large searching and indexing facility.
The P2P content sharing system Kazaa [18] employs a similar approach using
super peers.
Unlike centralised and to a lesser extent hybrid systems, decentralised systems
do not rely on any form of centralised server as a method of storing service
advertisements or routing service requests, thus removing the single point of fail-
ure. The indexing method of service advertisements is distributed, often equally,
amongst the participating nodes of the system. Decentralised systems can be
further sub-categorised as distributed or replicated. The most common case is dis-
tributed, where directory information is partitioned amongst dedicated entities
(e.g. SLP [19], Jini [20]) or cached locally in the system by service providers [21].
Replicated systems use directory entities to store entire directories of information
[22].
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2.1.2 Requirements
To achieve effective service discovery, a number of requirements are imposed on
a system. These include: scalability, fault tolerance, efficiency, a comprehensive
searching facility, security and load distribution (for decentralised systems). This
section describes each of these in more detail.
Scalability: The performance of any service discovery task (advertise, discover,
use) or general system maintenance should not degrade as the overall sys-
tem size increases. As mentioned previously, this is a common problem
with centralised servers dedicated to storage of service advertisements. De-
centralised systems however tend to cope better with increasing network
size because the load on each node (storage of advertisements, number of
requests received, etc.) is often distributed equally amongst all nodes.
Fault Tolerance: In large scale autonomous systems, the population of nodes
is often transient and volatile. Nodes join and leave the system without
administration, and commonly nodes do not notify the system of their de-
parture. Therefore, systems which can handle high levels of churn (joins,
leaves) are desirable. For centralised systems, faults can often be catas-
trophic where a central server is disconnected without warning. Decen-
tralised systems often cope better in this situation, as content is often
distributed evenly amongst nodes; thus minimal data is lost. However,
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persistence of volatile data is a difficult requirement for decentralised sys-
tems and often replication of data is required, where multiple nodes store
the same piece of data. If one node dies, one of the other nodes can offer its
data on its behalf. In addition to preserving the persistence of data, nodes
in a centralised system must maintain routing behaviour in the presence of
high churn. This is commonly achieved using structured routing algorithms
(described later).
Comprehensive Searching: Regardless of the size of or the level of churn in
the system (nodes joining and leaving), it should be able to return a full
list of results for a given search for a service. The system should also
guarantee that if a service exists, it should be able to find it. Various
decentralised systems do not offer such a guarantee, e.g. unstructured P2P
overlays, although typically structured systems do. Centralised systems
do offer a thorough searching facility and provide the facility to perform
comprehensive keyword searches.
Efficiency: In large scale systems, the load on each individual node should not
be excessive. Load is defined as resource usage, which amongst others
could include bandwidth, CPU and storage. Depending on the type of
system, load can be induced by service advertisements (inserts), service
discovery (lookups), maintenance (structured systems) and storage of data.
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Systems which operate within the bandwidth and storage capabilities of
the participating nodes are therefore desirable.
Security: Any system which stores valuable information must have a high level
of security. Centralised systems are normally centrally administered and
participants are forced to register to use the system. This provides a level
of control over participating users. In addition, administrators may apply
privileges to users restricting their access to certain data/services. De-
centralised systems are more difficult to manage, and security is a major
research topic. Reputation schemes and implied trust mechanisms are used
frequently, though there is no defacto standard for securing decentralised
systems.
Load Distribution: The distribution of services to nodes in centralised sys-
tems is not normally an issue, though it is significantly imbalanced. Nodes
which are rich in resources are chosen to store service information so that
excess stress on weaker nodes is avoided. For systems such as Google, high
powered back-end servers are used for such a purpose. In decentralised sys-
tems, nodes share equal responsibility for indexed services. This is generally
achieved using a hashing function of the indexed file name, which generates
a random key. This is common in key-based architectures, e.g. structured
P2P systems. In hybrid systems, super peers are elected to assume greater
load than weaker peers.
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Finding service discovery techniques which meet all of the above requirements
is most unlikely. Much research has gone into finding such a system, and each
of these individual problems has been addressed by researchers worldwide. Until
such a system is designed, application programmers and developers will design
systems which are suited to the goal of the system. For example, if the sys-
tem requires a very strong keyword searching technique where security is vital,
they would opt for a centralised system. Meantime, improving the methods of
addressing each of the described requirements is ongoing work.
The remainder of this section describes several existing service discovery tech-
niques divided into two groups: techniques designed for Wide Area Networks
and those designed for Local Area Networks.
2.2 Wide Area Network Service Discovery
A Wide Area Network (WAN) is classed as a computer network which covers a
broad geographical area. WANs are often used to connect multiple Local Area
Networks (LANs) to provide a much larger network. The largest known WAN is
the Internet. Therefore, in this section we describe service discovery approaches
which can be achieved in Internet scale networks.
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2.2.1 Web Services
A Web Service is a software system connected over a network to provide inter-
operable machine to machine interaction. Web services have interfaces which
are described in a machine-processable format such as WSDL [2]. Other systems
which wish to use a web service may do so using SOAP [23] messages in a manner
prescribed by the service interface. SOAP messages are written in XML and may




















1. Parties “become known” to each other
Requestor Entity Provider Entity
Figure 2.1: Web Services architecture showing a requestor/provider interaction [1]
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2.2.1.2 Agents, Requesters and Receivers
Web services provide functionality on behalf of their owner. A provider entity is
a person or organisation that provides an agent which implements a particular
service. A requestor entity is a person or organisation who requests to use a
service provided by a provider entity.
An agent is a piece of software or hardware which physically sends or receives
messages to provide or request a service. As shown in Figure 2.1, a requestor
entity uses a requestor agent to exchange messages with a provider agent. Agents
are independent of services, and their implementation has no bearing on the
service. For example, two agents written in different programming languages can
offer identical services.
2.2.1.3 Service Descriptions and Semantics
Information about the message exchange between requesters and receivers is
stored in a Web Service Description (WSD). This file describes transport pro-
tocols, transport serialisation formats, datatypes and message formats for the
interaction between receivers and requesters. It is typically written in WSDL.
It also specifies one or more network locations at which a provider agent can be
invoked, and may provide some information about the message exchange pattern
that is expected. The information stored in the WSD describes mainly the me-
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chanics of the service but sometimes also the semantics. An extract of a WSD is
shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: An example WSD [2]
Essentially the semantics of a Web Service is the expectations of what the Web
Service will do. This may be agreed orally or in the written form of a contract. In
addition, as languages become more semantically rich, these may be incorporated
into the WSD, and more of the agreement between requester and receiver may
be automated.
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2.2.1.4 How to Discover Web Services
As their name suggests, Web Services are typically deployed over the Internet
and are therefore suitable for WAN Service Discovery. There are many methods
in which Web Services are discovered and these are described here.
Registry Approach Using the registry approach to service discovery, service
providers are required to publish their service descriptions on a central
registry. The registry approach to Web Service discovery is authoritative
and centrally controlled. That is, the registry owner has the power to
decide who can publish or update services in the central registry of services.
Registry owners also have the power to delegate permissions to provider
entities to publish their own descriptions but third party providers cannot
publish descriptions on behalf of another provider.
The registry approach typically uses Universal Description Discovery & In-
tegration (UDDI) to describe web services in a standard format [24]. UDDI
is a standard set of XML schemas designed to be interrogated using SOAP
to provide access to WSDL documents. These schemas define the web
service providers, the web services they make available and the interfaces
used to access these services. Using UDDI, more accurate searches can be
executed on the web service because the UDDI description contains more
information than is stored in the WSDL document.
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Index Approach The index approach to service discovery exhibits very little
control in comparison to the registry approach. Essentially, an index is a
guide to services which are published elsewhere on the web. Index owners
can trawl the web looking for published services to add to their own index.
Service providers do not know that their service has been indexed and do
not give permission. This lack of control allows third-party services to be
included in the index. It should be noted that individual indexes can also
be implemented using UDDI. Google [16] is often cited as the most common
example of the index approach.
Peer-to-Peer In contrast to the registry and index approaches of Web Service
Discovery, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) provides a decentralised solution allowing
nodes to discover services dynamically. To discover a service in P2P, a
node asks another node in the peer system if they have a service of interest.
Because nodes possess both client and server functionality, if the node is
responsible for the requested service, it will respond. If not, it will propagate
the request amongst its peers until either the service is found or some
termination criteria is met.
2.2.2 CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), developed by the
Object Management Group, allows computer applications to work together over
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a network. Using the Internet Inter-Orb Protocol (IIOP), a CORBA-based pro-
gram from any vendor, on almost any computer, operating system, programming
language, and network, can interoperate with a CORBA-based program from
the same or another vendor, on almost any other computer, operating system,
programming language and network [25].
In the CORBA architecture, each object specifies its interface using the Interface
Definition Language (IDL). Clients invoke the services offered by server objects
using the interface specified. The IDL is completely independent of all program-
ming languages, but maps to most popular programming languages using OMG
standards, e.g. C, C++, Java, Smalltalk and COBOL. By separating implemen-
tation from interface, CORBA provides complete interoperability.
The CORBA architecture works by compiling the IDL into client stubs and server
skeletons. Next, an object is created with its respective client. Clients invoke the
object implementation via the Object Request Broker (ORB). Due to the well
defined nature of the IDL, the client and object may have been compiled using
different programming languages, bur remain interoperable. The IDL stubs act
as proxies, making and receiving requests for client and object independently.
2.2.3 LDAP
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an application protocol
used to query or modify directory services running over TCP/IP [26]. As an
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example, companies can store thousands of e-mail addresses on a server, and
e-mail clients can use LDAP to browse these servers to lookup e-mail address
information of contacts within the company. LDAP is not restricted to just
contact information though, and can be used to retrieve a number of categories of
information from a server. For example, LDAP can be used to lookup information
about printer locations and encryption certificates.
Similar to LDAP is Active Directory [27], created by Microsoft. Active Directory
not only provides directory services, but allows administrators to assign policies
and deploy software and critical updates within an organisation.
2.2.4 Peer-to-Peer Networks
2.2.4.1 Introduction
In a P2P system, each peer possesses both Client and Server functionality. Partic-
ipating network peers typically contribute resources such as bandwidth, storage,
processing power or knowledge to the peer system, allowing the searching, re-
trieval, sharing or use of such resources. P2P systems form a network of peer
applications above the network layer and are either 1-hop or multi-hop.
For more than 30 years, industrial and academic organisations have been utilis-
ing P2P architectures. In the late 1960s the original Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network(ARPANET) connected a number of American university insti-
tutes as equal peers and was the world’s first packet switched network.
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In 1979 a P2P system named Usenet was developed by graduates from Duke
University and the University of North Carolina. Usenet was based on the Unix-
to-Unix-copy protocol (UUCP). In a network with multiple peers, one Unix ma-
chine would automatically dial another and exchange files. Students at these
Universities could post and exchange news and messages using Usenet. Usenet
grew significantly from two sites to in excess of one hundred thousand sites,
maintaining its highly scalable P2P architecture.
P2P networks were not simply restricted to file and information sharing. As
early as 1990, Intel utilised the parallel processing power of ten thousand Intel
machines to run distributed simulations. The system Intel developed was called
NetBatch, and drastically cut the cost of chip design. It removed the requirement
for large mainframe computers within two years and saved Intel $500 million over
the lifespan of the system [28].
In the late 1990s, the Internet became a popular mechanism of sharing music and
files. Systems such as Napster [29] attracted millions of users to download me-
dia from other peers. However, the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA) began a lawsuit against Napster accusing the designer, Shawn Fanning,
of facilitating the theft of copyright material using the Napster system. Nap-
ster was closed in July 2001, but not before a number of smaller P2P systems
called Kazaa [18] and Gnutella [30] were introduced. Systems such as Kazaa are
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still popular today, having facilitated the download of billions of files since its
introduction.
2.2.4.2 Simulating P2P Networks
Due to the extremely large scale of P2P overlay networks, complexity has become
a major issue in P2P networks. With the number of connected nodes reaching
into the millions, a platform which can accurately simulate an overlay network
is important. Many freely available network simulators exist, ranging from mod-
elling networks at the packet level to concentrating purely on the overlay network.
To determine which network simulators are suitable for P2P overlay networks, a
number of tools were reviewed. This work is described in [31].
For the experiments documented in this Thesis, two methods of testing P2P
technologies were used. Firstly, for simulation, the SSFNet network simulator
was used [32]. Secondly PlanetLab [33], a global scale research network of 920
nodes, was utilised for realistic experiments. These are described next.
SSFNet SSFNet is a collection of Java and C++ based components and uses
the Domain Modelling Language (DML) to configure networks as a series of
configuration files. The principal classes in the SSF.OS Framework (for modelling
of the host and OS components) and the SSF.Net Framework (for modelling the
network connectivity) can be used to construct virtually any Internet model. The
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frameworks SSF.OS and SSF.Net hide all details of the discrete event simulator
SSF API, which allows implementation of the protocols similar to a real operating
system. This was the chosen simulator for Epichord [32].
SSFNet simulations can be executed independently or in parallel with other sim-
ulations running on Linux, Windows or SUN Solaris alike. Regarding maximum
network size, a network of 33,000 nodes is achievable (on a powerful machine with
2GB of RAM). SSFNet also has the ability to run a distributed simulation.
PlanetLab PlanetLab is a global scale research network of 920 real nodes.
Typically, these nodes are provided by academic institutions and private research
labs. Members of the PlanetLab network may distribute software onto each of the
member PlanetLab machines. Subsequently, P2P software can be installed on a
number of machines and constructed into a P2P network. Similarly, distributed
simulators can be installed onto a number of machines and connected to create
widely deployed, large scale network simulations. Currently, OpenDHT [34] has
been deployed on 200 PlanetLab nodes using the Bamboo P2P algorithm.
2.3 Local Area Network Service Discovery
2.3.1 OSGi Alliance
The OSGi Alliance defines a Java-based standardised, component-orientated en-
vironment for networked services [35]. Founded in 1999 by Ericsson, IBM, Oracle
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and Sun Microsystems, the OSGi Alliance is a non-profit organisation consist-
ing of 35 companies (May 2007) operating in a number of different technology
industries. The OSGi mission statement [35] is
“. . . to create a market for universal middleware. The OSGi Alliance,
therefore, promotes widespread adoption of the OSGi Service Plat-
form to assure interoperability of applications and services delivered
and managed via networks.”
Initially, the OSGi Alliance focused on providing solutions for home networks.
However, in recent years the Alliance has spread into automotive and mobile
research, providing solutions for both car and mobile networks. Some examples of
OSGi deployments in these sectors are the BMW 5 Series cars and Nokia mobile
devices. Combining these successes with the progress made in the networked
home suggests the OSGi model is a viable solution for a services middleware.
Currently, the OSGi Alliance is on the fourth release of the OSGi standard specifi-
cation [36]. This specification consists of two sections: standard service definitions
and the OSGi framework.
2.3.1.1 OSGi Framework
The OSGi architecture shown in Figure 2.3 contains a framework which provides
a managed environment in which services can be deployed and executed. As men-
tioned previously, OSGi is a Java-based environment and is inherently modular.
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OSGi applications are deployed in the form of bundles that are uploaded onto the
framework. Each bundle can access standard Java libraries, but can also share
OSGi-specific libraries offered by the framework or other OSGi bundles.
Figure 2.3: OSGi Architecture Overview [3]
2.3.1.2 Bundles
Physically, an OSGi bundle is a Java Archive file (JAR file) consisting of Java
classes and perhaps some resources, e.g. images used by the bundle. JAR files
are uploaded and made available to other bundles within the framework using an
available deployment technique. An OSGi bundle may simply be a Java package
designed to be used by other bundles, or more interestingly may provide services.
When an OSGi bundle provides a service, the service is registered with the OSGi
service registry. OSGi services can query the service registry for other services
they may require. For example, an air conditioning service may query a ther-
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mometer service to determine whether to switch itself on in order to regulate room
temperature. The ability of small services to communicate allows developers to
create quite complex systems from a large number of smaller, more manageable
services.
2.3.1.3 Bundle Lifecycle
To allow network administrators and users to manage the OSGi framework, each
bundle has an associated number of states. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the different
states in which a bundle can operate to form its life-cycle. Initially, when a bundle
is uploaded to the framework it is in installed state. The framework then tries
to resolve any dependencies the bundle has on other Java packages provided in
the framework. If this is successful, the bundle moves to resolved state. From
the resolved state a bundle can be uninstalled (removed), updated or started.
Bundles which are updated (a user changes the content of a bundle and uploads
the new version) are returned to installed state. Bundles which are started are
moved into starting state and then to active state. The bundle then remains in
active state until it is stopped, when it returns to resolved state.
2.3.1.4 Service Registry and Service Discovery
The service registry allows services to be discovered through queries formulated
in an LDAP [26] syntax. Additionally, service requesters can receive events sig-
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Figure 2.4: OSGi bundle lifecycle
nalling changes in the service registry; these changes include the publication or
retrieval of a particular service. Service interfaces are implemented by objects
created by the providing bundle. In standard OSGi, the bundle is responsible for
run-time service dependency management activities. These include publication,
discovery and binding, as well as adapting to changes resulting from dynamic
availability (arrival or departure) of services that are bound to the bundle.
In general, the OSGi service specification does not define which properties must
be registered with a service unless the service has been defined by OSGi. For
example, in recent releases of the service specification, the OSGi Alliance has
included specifications for UPnP and Jini services. Therefore, when a UPnP or
Jini device is added to the framework, specific properties must be registered along
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with the services. By providing specifications for UPnP and Jini devices, OSGi
can therefore be used as a service platform and discovery technique for multiple
service discovery protocols, which is a major strength.
2.3.1.5 Standard OSGi Services
As mentioned in the previous section, the OSGi framework defines many standard
OSGi Services. Examples of such services are Jini, UPnP, Bluetooth, HTTP,
XML, Security and many more. Any OSGi bundle can leverage these services to
enhance its functionality. For example, one may define a bundle which utilises
the HTTP service to create a Servlet used for accessing/controlling the bundle
from an external, web-based interface.
2.3.1.6 OSGi for Service Discovery
Due to the vast array of pre-defined service bundles in the OSGi framework, OSGi
provides a rich service discovery platform for service creators and users. The OSGi
service registry provides a reasonable searching technique using LDAP which is
universal to all service types. The modular nature of the OSGi platform, coupled
with the rich array of standard services provides developers with the unique
opportunity to implement cross-protocol service discovery and utilisation. That
is, devices which operate using one service discovery protocol may be discovered
and executed using another service discovery protocol. An example of this is
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described in Section 3.3. In addition to this, bundles can be created which add
Jini and UPnP services to the service registry for use by other services.
2.3.1.7 Federated OSGi
It is typical that only one OSGi framework exists in a user domain. However,
it may be desirable to connect multiple OSGi frameworks to distribute services.
For example, a device connected to machine A could use a service provided by
a device connected to machine B. If both machines A and B exist in a single
network domain, R-OSGi [37] can be used. R-OSGi uses the Service Location
Protocol (SLP) [19] to discover services marked for remote invocation. Remote
invocation of services is achieved using a proprietary solution.
Alternatively, it may be desirable to connect multiple OSGi frameworks in sep-
arate network domains. Connecting multiple domains using OSGi would allow
services available only in LANs to be discoverable and executed in WANs. This
Thesis presents a solution to connecting multiple OSGi frameworks in separate
domains in Chapter 3.5.3. Regardless of whether federating OSGi frameworks
occurs locally or globally, the same scalability issues are present. For example,
there is a question how best to mitigate the overhead of building up a network
of OSGi frameworks.
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2.3.2 Jini
Jini [20] is a Java-based Object Oriented (OO) service discovery technology, de-
veloped by Sun Microsystems. The purpose of the Jini architecture is to federate
groups of devices and software components into a single, dynamic distributed sys-
tem. Each resulting federation is administered individually. Due to the platform-
independent nature of Java, Jini is a very flexible service discovery technology
and promotes code mobility. Code mobility allows executable code to be moved
around a network and executed arbitrarily. For example, Jini clients search for
services by interface and thus know which operations the service can perform, but
may lack the Java class files for the service implementation. Code mobility would
allow this device to download the required service implementation to access the
service.
In Jini there exists three entities: client, service and lookup service. Lookup
services are a special category of services; clients use well defined protocols to
discover these. Lookup services catalogue available services; all Jini interactions
between services and clients involve one. To discover a lookup service, nodes
multicast a request for lookup services to identify themselves in a LAN. If a lookup
service is present, the node will upload a service object to that lookup service.
Nodes looking to discover a service search for the lookup service, download the
service object and invoke it.
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It is also possible in Jini for a service to also be a client. For example, a digital
camera may provide the service to take pictures and offer them to a mobile device
as a service but also require a printer service to print these pictures.
2.3.3 UPnP
The Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) forum [21] was established in 1999 by
Microsoft and Intel. The architecture describes a peer-to-peer network where in-
telligent networked devices are discovered and configured automatically within a
LAN [38]. As its name suggests, UPnP is plug and play, where device configura-
tion and installation are transparent to the user, providing a simple, user-friendly
architecture for networked devices.
Usability is key to UPnP, it is designed to make device use as simple as possible.
Many popular devices already exist which follow a plug and play architecture e.g.
USB data storage keys, USB mice and keyboards and many more. The success of
existing plug and play devices suggests that UPnP would be a popular choice for
networked devices. UPnP has already made strides in penetrating the networked
device market with devices such as the popular Xbox 360 and Nokia N series
mobile phones using UPnP technology.
The UPnP architecture consists of two components: the device and the control
point. Devices in UPnP offer services: a printer may offer a print service or
a lamp may offer a lighting service. The control point is the component which
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discovers and makes use of the services offered by devices. Devices cannot control
other devices unless they are also control points. A typical UPnP interaction is
shown in Figure 2.5, where the UPnP camera has a control point to control the
UPnP printer but also offers a service to take photographs.
There are six important functions of the UPnP specificiation and these are briefly
described here: Addressing, Discovery, Description, Control, Eventing and Pre-
sentation.
Addressing: The first step for a new UPnP device when it joins a network is
to get an IP address. If DHCP is not available, devices must use auto-IP
to randomly choose an IP address in the 169.254.0.0/16 range.
Discovery: After a device has obtained an IP address, it may now advertise
its presence in the network. Devices use SSDP to broadcast an ssdp:alive
message to 239.255.255.250, a reserved IP broadcast address. Control points
in the network will be listening to this address and will add this new device
to their list of known devices. Conversely, if a new control point joins a
network it must locate all existing devices. To do so, the control point
broadcasts a marginally different SSDP message called an M-SEARCH or
an ssdp:discover message. Assuming devices then want to be found, they
will respond to this message.
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Description: After a device has announced its description on the network a
control point will use an HTTP GET message to get the device description.
When devices reply to search messages from control points, they specify
the address of their device description. This device description is written in
XML and describes the device type, serial number, manufacturer and the
device services.
Control: After discovering a device and its description, a control point may
now control a device. To do so, a control point invokes actions listed in the
service description file using SOAP messages.
Eventing: In addition to controlling a device, a control point may also subscribe
to a service. After subscribing to a service, a control point is notified of any
changes to that service state. For example, a control point may subscribe
to a togglepower service of a lightbulb, which has two states: off and on. If
a the lightbulb state is changed manually from off to on (not via the control
point), the control point would be notified of this state change.
Presentation: UPnP devices may provide a presentation page, which can be
HTML. Presentation pages allow devices to be indirectly configured via a
web interface. Presentation pages can also show device state and allow the
device to be controlled via the web.
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UPnP DeviceStack
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Figure 2.5: UPnP
2.3.3.1 UPnP A/V
UPnP A/V follows the standard UPnP technology model, using a Control Point
to discover and control logical UPnP devices. Although the nature of UPnP
device and service discovery is inherently distributed, the UPnP A/V protocol
has centralised aspects in that media is stored on a central server. The UPnP A/V
architecture is described by a three pronged model containing entities referred to
as the Control Point, Media Server and Media Renderer. This model is shown in
Figure 2.6. Definitions of these entities are as follows:
Control Point: The UPnP A/V Control Point discovers Media Renderers and
Media Servers on the network.
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Media Server: The Media Server is analogous to a media storage device holding
content which can be played on a rendering device.
Media Renderer: The Media Renderer completes the UPnP A/V architecture
and is used to playback or render content provided by the Media Server.
Media Renderers may include media adapters, networked speakers, televi-
sions and audio systems.
Figure 2.6: UPnP A/V Architecture [4]
2.3.4 Service Location Protocol (SLP)
SLP is a service discovery protocol for Local Area Networks which allows devices
to discover services without prior configuration. To be discovered using SLP, a
service must first have a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which is the location
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of the advertised service. The SLP protocol defines three agents: User, Direc-
tory and Service. User Agents (UAs) search for services, Service Agents (SAs)
advertise services and, Directory Agents (DAs) list advertised services.
To discover a service, a UA performs one of the following tasks depending on
the presence of a DA. If a DA exists, SAs and UAs may discover it using the
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [39]. DHCP servers distribute
the addresses of DAs to UAs and SAs which request them. Alternatively, SAs
and UAs can send a request to the multicast group address 239.255.255.253. DAs
listening on this address can respond using unicast, thus identifying themselves
and their location. Once the address of a DA is known, SAs can advertise their
services and UAs can request services from the directory.
In the absence of a Directory Agent, UAs repeatedly send their service requests to
the SLP multicast address. SAs listening on this multicast address will respond
to service requests if they provide the service being sought.
2.3.5 Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are essentially wireless ad-hoc networks.
Nodes in a MANET, typically mobile routers, are connected by various wireless
protocols such as Bluetooth [40] and 802.11x and are entirely self-configuring. Be-
cause nodes are free to move arbitrarily the MANET topology changes frequently,
introducing unpredictability. As new nodes join MANETs they introduce new
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Figure 2.7: SLP Registration and Discovery
services, thus nodes in MANETs frequently search for new services in their prox-
imity.
As nodes in MANETs typically use short range frequencies, service discovery in
MANETs is restricted to LANs. For example, nodes equipped with a Bluetooth
network adapter will be limited to finding services within a range dictated by the
strength of their Bluetooth radio.
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2.3.5.1 Bluetooth, IrDA and 802.11x
Technologies such as Bluetooth [41], IrDA [42] and 802.11x [43] are used to con-
nect devices in close proximity to form a MANET which in turn is considered a
Personal Area Network (PAN). A PAN is a collection of devices close to one per-
son, which interconnect to form a network in an ad-hoc manner. These devices
may not necessarily belong to that person but collectively form his/her PAN.
Examples of devices which may be found in a PAN are PDAs, mobile phones,
wireless headsets, laptops and portable printers. Device and Service discovery is
achieved by broadcasting a signal in the LAN. The distance between devices in
a PAN is constrained by the protocols they use to connect to each another. All
are restricted, to discovery in LANs. As an example, a typical Bluetooth module
will have a connectivity range of 10 meters (25 feet). An example PAN is shown
in Fig. 2.8.
2.4 WAN vs. LAN Service Discovery
Almost all of the service discovery techniques described in this chapter are in-
tended for LAN usage. However, with increased mobility in networked devices it
is becoming popular for devices to discover services which are located in a differ-
ent operating domain. For example, mobile phone users whilst away from their
home may want to connect to their home media server to download tracks to
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Figure 2.8: Bluetooth Connected PAN [4]
their MP3 player. Existing LAN service discovery techniques, of which there are
many, cannot support this model. Therefore, a framework or bridging technology
is required to enable LAN service discovery in a WAN.
Utilising P2P networks for WAN service discovery is one possible solution to
discovering LAN services in a WAN and is described in more detail in Chapter 4
onwards.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter described the service discovery problem domain. The strengths
and weaknesses of both centralised and decentralised service discovery techniques
are discussed in detail, as were a number of service discovery protocols. This
was followed by a comprehensive overview of a selection of service discovery
techniques.
Throughout this chapter, the trend of highly networked, mobile devices prolifer-
ating in the Internet for the purpose of service discovery was clear. Significant
numbers of users look to the Internet to connect, discover and use services. How-
ever, many of the services they seek are hidden in local subnetworks, served by
protocols such as UPnP, Jini, JXTA, SLP and Bluetooth SDP which are localised
and unavailable for use on a global scale. To provide a platform for WAN service
discovery of LAN services, new approaches must be considered.
Chapter 3
A Service Discovery Approach
using OSGi and SIP
3.1 Introduction
To address the problem of discovering local services on a global scale, this chapter
presents a SIP based service.
This service utilises a well known call signalling protocol (SIP) to bridge multiple
user domains, offering services in each domain to the other. The restrictions im-
posed on LAN networked devices is removed and their services become available
to devices in foreign domains. The SIP Service also helps address another service
discovery problem associated with interoperability amongst the many service dis-
covery techniques used by today’s devices. This work is based on our own results
in [4]. SIP is briefly summarised in the following section.
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3.2 SIP
SIP is a WAN call signaling protocol used both for setting up and for manag-
ing multimedia sessions between two or more participants. Multimedia sessions
may include Voice over IP, video conferencing and Instant Messaging [44]. As
a text-based extentible request-response protocol that supports event manage-
ment, SIP works seamlessly with Internet protocols like TCP/UDP and is highly
suitable for Internet applications. For this reason, SIP features heavily in 3G
(3rd Generation) devices [45].
Offering SIP functionality to devices as we do in the SIP Service gives SIP entities
known as User Agents (UAs) personal and terminal mobility over WANs [46]. By
leveraging the SIP Service, devices using protocols which are normally restricted
to a single domain can operate in a WAN environment. Unlike protocols designed
for use in a single domain that suffer from less than stringent security features,
SIP offers extended authentication and encryption features. Additionally, SIP
provides the ability to control devices in both static and mobile domains from a
remote, mobile device [47]. Finally, devices using SIP may receive notifications
of state changes of remote devices by utilising SIP eventing.
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3.2.1 Architecture and Components
Within a SIP network there are two basic types of devices: end devices (user
agents) and servers. User agents are the devices used by end users to place or re-
ceive calls. These may be SIP phones, or so-called soft phones which are software
implementations to be run on a PC. Note that user agents do not necessarily
interface directly with a user: an answering machine is also a user agent. User
agents are distinguished according to their role in a call: the user agent client
places the call, and the user agent server receives the call. User agents initiate
and respond to signalling, and send and receive media. User agents are aware of
the call state and may provide a number of services, such as Call Waiting, Call
Forwarding or Call Screening.
Servers handle the application level control and routing of SIP messages. There
are three different kinds of servers defined in SIP: Registrar, Redirect and Proxy
servers. If a user is to be invited to join a session (call), there is the question
of where the invitation should be sent to as users may be located at different IP
addresses. Users are addressed by email-like addresses, e.g. sip:abr@cs.stir.ac.uk.
This is a public address. However, at present the user may in fact be located at a
computer with the name d25.cs.stir.ac.uk and be logged on as user ab0123. The
SIP address for this location would be sip:ab0123@d25.cs.stir.ac.uk. To link the
two addresses users need to registrar with a registrar server. Registrar servers
work very closely with redirect and proxy servers.
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Invitations are sent from the user agent client via a number of redirect or proxy
servers to the user agent server. If a redirect server receives an invitation for a
user, it checks with the database of the local registrar server and returns to the
originator the address where it believes the user to be invited can be found. If
the user is not actually located at that address, more information on the user’s
location may be available from that address.
Proxy servers are similar to redirect servers in that they help to find the location
of a user. However, a proxy server does not return the found address but forwards
the invitation on to that address. In the path that an invitation follows from the
user agent client to the user agent server there may be a number of redirect and
proxy servers.
Both proxy and redirect servers can host and execute call control services in that
they can direct, block, or alter call signalling messages. Consequently, SIP offers
the potential for truly distributed service provisioning. Services may be deployed
on user agents, redirect servers and proxy servers. Therefore, SIP allows a degree
of programmability which is unknown in the PSTN.
3.2.2 SIP Messages
SIP distinguishes two message types: requests and responses. Requests are mes-
sages sent from the user agent client to the user agent server. Responses are
messages sent from the server to the client. SIP supports six request messages:
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REGISTER is used to register contact information with a register server.
INVITE is used to establish a SIP session.
ACK is used in a three-way handshake after an INVITE to confirm the estab-
lishment of a session.
CANCEL is used to cancel the previous request.
BYE is used to terminate an existing session.
OPTIONS is used to query a server about its capabilities, e.g. supported SIP
extensions.
SIP responses are based on HTTP responses and are distinguished by a three-
digit status code. The first digit specifies the class of the response.
1** Provisional: The server has received the request and continues to process it.
2** Success: The request was successfully received, understood and accepted.
3** Redirection: A further action needs to be taken to complete the request.
Usually the reply contains an address to which client should direct subse-
quent requests. This reply is commonly used by redirect servers.
4** Client Error: The request contains bad syntax or cannot be fulfilled at this
server.
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5** Server Error: The server failed in fulfilling an apparently valid request.
6** Global Failure: The request cannot be fulfilled at any server.
Responses of the 1** class are said to be provisional, whereas all other responses
are final. Provisional responses need to be followed by a further final response.
Furthermore, SIP defines a transaction, which comprises all messages from the
first request sent to the server up to the final response sent back to the client. IN-
VITE requests use a three-way-handshake which consists of the INVITE message,
possibly provisional responses, a final response and an ACK request. All other
requests are answered by a final response which may be preceded by provisional
responses.
SIP messages contain a number of headers providing more detail on the request,
response and transaction. While there are only a few SIP messages, SIP is quite
complex. This complexity is largely introduced by headers. There are a number
of headers specified in the SIP standard, and furthermore, additional headers
may be defined. If a server or user agent does not understand a header it simply
ignores it. The OPTIONS request can help to establish what extensions the
other party supports. The list below provides an overview of the most common
headers.





Cseq Sequential Number of request within a session
Contact User Agent Client address
Via Addresses of nodes message has passed through
Content-Type Type of payload in the message
Content-Length Length of payload in the message
Allow Requests understood by client
Supported SIP extensions supported by client
Table 3.1: SIP Headers.
3.3 SIP Service - Overview
As shown in Figure 3.1, the SIP Service is an OSGi bundle that provides SIP
support to other OSGi bundles and OSGi-registered devices. Included in the
SIP Service feature set are service registrations, messaging, eventing and full SIP
proxy and server functionality. When the SIP Service is deployed, it is registered
as an OSGi bundle with the framework service registry, and is subsequently
discoverable by any other bundle. Once the Service has been started, it offers to
applications three primary objects: SIPServer, SIPDevice and SIPUserAgent.
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3.4 Architecture
SIPServer: This object represents an instance of the SIP Service server
(proxy/registrar) for the OSGi gateway. As a standard proxy, the server
accepts registrations from SIP devices or bundles and proxies SIP messages
to these registered SIP entities. Only one instance of the SIP server can
operate within the domain. Using the SIPServer class, bundles can perform
the following functionality:
• Request a SIPUserAgent object that represents a virtual SIP UA.
A virtual SIP UA holds full SIP functionality but is not a physical
SIP device. Upon creation of the SIPUserAgent, it is automatically
registered with the SIP server.
• Obtain an object handle (a reference) to a SIPDevice, both virtual and
physical which is registered on the OSGi framework. The SIP server
is responsible for maintaining entries to the OSGi service registry for
SIP devices registered with its SIP server.
• Receive notification of events relevant to the SIP Service occurring on
the framework. Examples of these are devices registering/unregistering
with the SIP Service server.
SIPDevice: Represents a reference to both virtual and physical SIP devices. A
virtual SIP device is simply a bundle that supports SIPUserAgent function-
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Figure 3.1: SIP Service Architecture [4]
ality. In contrast, a physical SIP device is a native SIP device registered
with the SIP Service. Using this interface a bundle can:
• Request information about the given SIP device, e.g. its physical
address or device type.
• Address the referenced SIP device in SIP-based communication using
the SIPUserAgent interface.
SIPUserAgent: Permits bundles to use SIP methods to engage in communica-
tion with real or virtual SIP devices. Full SIP message set functionality is
offered, including SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, MESSAGE and INVITE. Should
a bundle wish to communicate with a SIP UA, it must instantiate at least
one instance of the SIPUserAgent object via the SIPServer interface.
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3.5 Functionality
As described above, the SIP Service can offer SIP functionality to application
bundles. Consequently, an array of important services can be provided within
OSGi. As an example, an OSGi bundle which has the ability to communicate
with a UPnP device may also request SIP functionality and possess the ability
to communicate using both UPnP and SIP. Such a bundle (known as a bridging
bundle) can then provide protocol bridging (translation between two or more pro-
tocols) within the framework. Additionally, the SIP Service can offer application
bundles the mobility features of SIP including personal and terminal mobility.
3.5.1 Protocol Bridging
To translate between devices which use different protocols, a form of application-
layer proxying (“bridging”) is required, e.g. SIP to/from UPnP. The SIP Service
provides this feature by granting SIP UA functionality to a specialised UPnP-SIP
bridging bundle. The bridging bundle, as its name implies, is an OSGi bundle
that requests SIP UA functionality from the SIP Service and UPnP functionality
from the UPnP OSGi Service. Note that the bridging bundle is not a component
of the SIP Service but simply utilises it. Devices using different protocols can
communicate or control one another via bridging bundles of different sorts. In
addition, device representations (e.g. OSGi device bundles and SIP clients) may
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request information from the OSGi framework via bridging bundles regarding
other registered devices, and then subsequently subscribe to their events.
An example of protocol bridging is a SIP mobile light control device which can
discover, control and observe the state of a set of UPnP lights (on, off, dim).
This can be achieved from anywhere within a WAN. The SIP lighting controller
can request information regarding devices (lights) from the UPnP network via
the bridging bundle. Note that the UPnP lights are not normally visible to the
SIP lighting controller; it relies on the bridging bundle to interrogate the UPnP
service and relate this information over SIP using the SIP Service. For each light,
the lighting controller can subscribe to its events (changes of state).
In turn the bridging bundle listens to all UPnP event messages, filters and mod-
erates events and forwards the relevant messages to the lighting controller via a
notify SIP message and a specially-developed SIP event package. Control of the
UPnP lights can be achieved by sending a SIP MESSAGE method to the bridging
bundle, which translates the SIP content into a UPnP Service API function call,
which ultimately results in a SOAP control action message for the UPnP light.
The actual mapping between SIP and UPnP is very simple. The body of a UPnP
API call (contents of the SOAP envelope) can be embedded into the body of the
SIP message. The bridging bundle then extracts this message and creates the
SOAP control message. An example of such a transition is shown later in Figure
3.4.


























Figure 3.2: Protocol Bridging [4]
This example of protocol bridging is described in Figure 3.2. This form of bridging
is achieved within a single OSGi framework. However, it is possible to bridge
communications between devices occupying two or more frameworks as discussed
in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.2 Application Layer Mobility
As mentioned in Section 3.4, a bundle can instantiate SIP UA functionality from
the SIPServer class and behave as a native SIP device. This provides the bundle
with personal mobility which allows a bundle service to be addressable and reach-
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able at a single URL regardless of its location. This form of mobility is beneficial
for numerous devices including phones, pagers and tracking devices. Personal
mobility is achieved using the SIP REGISTER method, which allows a device
or application bundle to change its current IP address by binding its public ad-
dress with a contact Unique Resource Identifier (URI). As the device/application
bundle moves throughout a network, it will send a REGISTER message to its
original server from each new address. The server would then bind this address
(which is the device’s new Contact URI) to its public address.
3.5.3 Inter-Gateway Bridging
As discussed earlier, a mobile device user’s PAN is restricted to include only
devices located within the distance determined by the protocols they use to con-
nect. By implementing inter-gateway bridging, the logical connectivity of a PAN
can be increased to include not only local devices but also those registered on
another gateway (e.g. Home Gateway). To implement this, devices and their
services present on one gateway can be exported to a second gateway using the
SIP Service and bridging bundles. Exporting of device information is achieved
by packaging device-specific data into the payload of a SIP MESSAGE to be sent
to the bridging bundle in the foreign domain. Upon receipt of this device infor-
mation, the bridging bundle creates a virtual representation of that device which
will exist on the foreign gateway and offer the services of the physical device.
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3.5.3.1 Example
In the multimedia industry, media content is delivered via various methods in-
cluding CDs and DVDs. More recently, customers are now downloading films
and music from the Internet to various devices, e.g. MP3 players, mobile phones
and Media Servers. As an example, suppose a person named John is travelling
on business but wishes to record a TV program on his UPnP DVD recorder,
which is connected to his home OSGi gateway. By using his SIP Service enabled
mobile phone to connect to his home gateway, he can discover his UPnP DVD
recorder and browse its Electronic Program Guide (EPG). By selecting the rele-
vant program from the EPG, the Control Point creates a recording task on the
DVD recorder using its Scheduled Recording Service (SRS) and the program is
recorded upon its broadcast. This example displays UPnP messages over a WAN
using inter-gateway bridging.
By bridging the home and mobile gateways, John is able to utilise the services
offered by the UPnP DVD recorder in the home from the Control Point located
on his mobile device. Without the use of inter-gateway bridging, this is not
possible. In effect, when the bridging of the gateways occurs, the user’s PAN
is logically expanded to include not only the devices in his close proximity but
also all interesting devices in his home. A diagram describing the steps taken to
import the UPnP DVD recorder from the home gateway can be seen in Figure
3.3.








































Figure 3.3: Inter-Gateway Bridging: Importing a UPnP device from Home to
Mobile gateway [4]
In the diagram there are two gateways (home and mobile). The bridging bundle
on the mobile gateway registers with both the SIP Service server on the home
gateway and its local server. After registration, it sends a SIP MESSAGE to
the home bridging bundle requesting a list of all UPnP devices. The informa-
tion is returned in the payload of a SIP MESSAGE. After perusing the device
information, the mobile bridging bundle chooses a specific device of interest. In
this example, the interesting device is the UPnP DVD recorder. After choosing a
device, the bridging bundle then requests the specified device’s details (services,
state variables, actions). Using this device information the bridging bundle cre-
ates a virtual UPnP device, which is discovered by the UPnP service on the
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gateway. The UPnP Service creates a representation of the device and registers
it with the framework service registry. The UPnP DVD recorder is now discov-
erable and controllable by UPnP Control Points on the mobile gateway. Next, a
description is given of how control of the UPnP DVD recorder is achieved from
a mobile location.
In this example a UPnP Control Point is required. The UPnP Control Point
searches for UPnP devices to control. After finding the virtual UPnP DVD
recorder, it may begin initiating control commands to begin browsing the EPG.
The content of the EPG is exposed to the control point via the Content Directory
Service (CDS), a required component of a Media Server. To control the UPnP
DVD recorder from a mobile domain, the UPnP messages must be translated into
a SIP message and sent to the mobile domain. This is achieved by extracting
important data from the UPnP SOAP message, constructing an XML description
of that message and sending it across the network to the bridging bundle in the
mobile domain.
The bridging bundles are responsible for translation between SIP Service and
UPnP Service API calls. When the mobile bridging bundle creates a virtual
UPnP device, it must also listen for actions or queries executed on that device.
Upon receipt of an event action on a virtual device, the bridging bundle translates
the UPnP SOAP message intended for that device into XML and inserts it into
the payload of a SIP MESSAGE. This message is then dispatched to the bridging
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bundle on the home gateway. When the bridging bundle in the home receives
this message, it creates a new SOAP message using the received SIP MESSAGE
payload and sends it to the physical device. The SOAP message is sent using
HTTP, which ensues a response is always generated. The response should be
repackaged as a SIP MESSAGE and returned to the bridging bundle on the mobile
gateway where this communication is converted back to SOAP and forwarded to
the Control Point. This process is completed for the full dialogue required to
schedule a recording service. An example of bridging UPnP and SIP messaging
can be found in Figure 3.4. These messages carry no data and should be treated
as an illustration of bridging UPnP SOAP and SIP messages only.
3.6 Problems with WAN service discovery
By utilising the SIP Service, the static home appliance gains mobility and its ser-
vices become available in a WAN. Clearly advantageous, the SIP Service bridges
the invisible gap between the home and mobile domain. However, it is also clear
that in order to access devices and services in multiple domains, the user must
initiate bridging and have access to all domains. For security purposes, this is
an excellent feature and would ideally suit users in private domains. However,
there exists a scenario where devices and services should be publicly accessible
and discoverable in a WAN. An example may be traffic monitoring devices on
major motorways. To administer this using the SIP Service and a large number
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Figure 3.4: Inter-Gateway Bridging: Message flow [4]
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of OSGi frameworks would be difficult and intricate. Additionally, there exists no
method of ‘discovering’ other OSGi frameworks. Consequently, an OSGi frame-
work must have knowledge of the remote OSGi frameworks it wishes to connect
to. Alternative techniques for publicly accessible WAN service discovery should
therefore be available.
3.7 Summary
This chapter described the SIP Service, which offers three primary services to
devices and users in an OSGi enabled network: Inter-gateway bridging, protocol
bridging and application layer mobility.
The gap between multiple domains is bridged by the SIP Service to facilitate
WAN device and service discovery. However, the SIP Service does not scale
well, and connecting a significant number of OSGi enabled domains is costly
with regards to time. For example, in order to connect to another domain, a
bridging bundle must obtain SIP user agent functionality then register with the
registrar in both local and foreign domains. Next the bridging bundle must
initiate communication with a bridging bundle in the foreign domain to share the
descriptions of each device and service. Repeating these steps for large numbers
of domains is possible, but time consuming. Therefore, the SIP Service is not an





This chapter discusses P2P Service overlays and considers their use as a WAN
service discovery technique.
Due to the relatively low barrier of entry in creating and deploying peer-to-peer
systems, it seems likely that multiple wide area peer-to-peer service overlays will
emerge with different service discovery and advertisement methods. This can
create a number of potential issues for Service overlays: security, inefficiency and
multiple service discovery types as discussed here.
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4.2 Infrastructure
This Section describes the infrastructure of P2P systems and gives examples of
the many types of P2P overlays which exist. As shown in Figure 4.1, many P2P
overlays have been developed and used commercially, including the eMule [48]
P2P client which is implemented on a Kademlia network, Kazaa [18], Gnutella [30]
and BitTorrent [49]. These P2P systems can be classified at a high level as
centralised or decentralised, as described in detail in Chapter 2. P2P systems
can be further sub-categorised as structured, unstructured, multi-hop, one-hop,
variable-hop and hybrid as discussed in this Chapter.
4.2.1 Multi-Hop
In a P2P system, operations are carried out between two nodes: the source node
and the destination node. The number of hops taken to reach the destination
node gives us our definition of a multi- or single-hop system. In a multi-hop
system, a message is routed through several hops in the overlay network, with each
intermittent node in the source-destination path contributing to the guidance of
the message to its destination. The intermediate nodes can either be informed
(in the case of a structured system) or uninformed (unstructured system). If the
number of hops achievable is greater than 1 then the system is referred to as
multi-hop. In a structured multi-hop system, messages are typically routed in




































From: J. Buford & K. Ross, P2P Overlay Design Overview. P2P SIP Ad Hoc, Nov 2005
Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of P2P systems
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O(log N) hops, where N is the number of nodes. Examples of such systems are
Chord [5], Pastry [50] and Tapestry.
4.2.2 One-Hop
A 1-hop system (often referred to as single hop) aims to achieve lookup operations
within O(1) hops. To do so, each node maintains a routing table containing the
state of all other nodes in the system. 1-hop systems do not always achieve
success in the first hop due to the difficulty of keeping the routing table up to
date. The single most significant factor for this is churn, where nodes join and
leave the system frequently. Whenever a node joins or leaves the network, all
other nodes must be informed of this event and this takes time.
1-hop systems are an ideal case for P2P. However, until recently it been argued
that it was unreasonable to expect small nodes to support the memory require-
ments associated with a full routing table for a large network. With modern
devices now commonly equipped with high capacity, affordable persistent stor-
age the arguments against 1-hop systems are receding. Even the smallest nodes
have large storage capacities which are ultimately capable of sustaining a full
routing table. For this reason, systems which can obtain 1-hop routing have
become a very attractive option.
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4.2.3 Structured
Nodes in a structured P2P system each employ a protocol which allows them to
route a search throughout the network for some file or information. A structured
P2P system guarantees that if a file exists in a P2P overlay it can be found. The
most common structured overlay system is the Distributed Hash Table (DHT),
described in Section 4.2.6. A DHT works by employing a lookup(key), insert(key)
interface. Some well known DHTs are Chord [5], Pastry [50], Tapestry [50] and
Tulip [51].
4.2.4 Unstructured
In an unstructured overlay, overlay links (connections between peers) are es-
tablished arbitrarily. This makes it easy to construct new networks in an ad-hoc
manner as a joining peer can simply copy a neighbour’s links. Unstructured over-
lays are rather inefficient, with lookup messages having to be flooded throughout
the network to find desired information (but no guarantees). To increase the like-
lihood of a successful lookup, popular content is likely to be available at several
peers. If a peer is looking for rare data shared by only a few other peers, then
it is highly unlikely that the search will be successful. In unstructured systems,
high volumes of unsuccessful lookup traffic is generated. In spite of this, most of
the popular P2P networks such as Gnutella [30] are unstructured.
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4.2.5 Hybrid
Hybrid P2P systems have an element of both centralised and decentralised func-
tionality. For example, in Napster [29] the indexing is centralised but file sharing
is decentralised. Hybrid systems typically offer good performance due to tasks
such as searching being centralised.
4.2.6 Distributed Hash Tables
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are a class of distributed systems which provide
storage and retrieval functionality for name and value pairs. Like a traditional
hash table, a user may perform a lookup for a name, e.g. lookup(name), to
retrieve a value. In addition to this, a user may also store data in the DHT,
e.g. put(name, value). The responsibility of the mappings of names to values
is distributed, often evenly amongst nodes though other variations exist. For
example, some DHTs are proximity aware and store data on peers local to the
content. A more even distribution of keys to nodes allows DHTs to scale to very
large sizes.
In order for DHTs to work effectively they must remain consistent. That is,
should a node which is responsible for some value x leave the system, the DHT
must handle reassigning a node responsible for this value. This is known as
consistent hashing.
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4.2.7 Multi-hop P2P Systems
4.2.7.1 Chord
Chord is a distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) routing infrastructure which performs
a mapping between file identifiers (fileId) and node identifiers (nodeId) [5]. With
a high degree of accuracy, Chord identifies the node in a P2P system which
correctly maps to the file being inserted or located. Chord also adapts efficiently
as nodes join and leave the system and can answer queries even if the system
is continuously changing. It is widely accepted that Chord is both scalable and
reliable.
Each Chord node is assigned a nodeId, which is obtained by creating a hash (e.g.,
SHA1 or MD5) of the IP address of the given node. In addition, files stored in the
system are assigned a fileId, which is obtained by hashing some value associated
with the data, e.g. filename and a secret. Chord effectively maps data items onto
nodes which have the numerically closest ID. To perform this task, all nodes are
ordered in an ‘identifier circle’ (see Figure 4.2) modulo 2m. Key k is assigned to
the fist node whose identifier is equal to, or follows k in the identifier space. This
node is called the successor node of key k.
Nodes only require knowledge of their successor nodes, and these are held in a
finger table. The finger table consists of at most m nodes. When a node receives
a routing message, it checks its finger table for its successor node of the given key
































Figure 4.2: A Chord identifier circle consisting of three nodes (0, 1, 3) [5]
and routes the message to that node. If the node does not know the successor for
the given key it will route the message to a node that is numerically closer than
itself, and the process will continue thereafter until the closest node is found.
4.2.7.2 Pastry
Like Chord, Pastry is a distributed P2P routing algorithm which performs a
mapping between nodeIds and keyIds [50]. Each Pastry node is allocated a
nodeId using a secure hash of the node’s IP address (e.g. SHA-1) to provide
uniformity across the node space. For the purposes of routing, a node holds
information in a routing table and a leaf set.
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Firstly, nodeIds and keyIds are represented as a sequence of digits with base 2b
where b is a configuration parameter, typically 4. A node’s leaf set consists of
the l/2 numerically closest smaller nodeIds (l is typically 16) and l/2 numerically
closest larger nodes. A node’s routing table is organised into dlog2b(N)e rows
with 2b − 1 entries in each row. The 2b − 1 entries in row n of the routing table
each refer to a node whose nodeId matches the present node’s nodeId in the first
n digits. For example, nodes in row 2 will match the present node in the first 2
digits. The n+ 1th digit of each nodeId in node n will not match.
When a Pastry node receives a routing message, it initially checks its leaf set to
see if the message key falls within the range covered by those nodes. If so, the
message is passed to the relevant node. If not, the node then uses its routing table
to forward to a node that shares a common prefix with the key by at least one
more digit. Using this mechanism in a Pastry network, routing can be achieved
in O(log N) steps where N is the number of nodes in the network.
4.2.8 1-Hop P2P Systems
4.2.8.1 EpiChord
In Epichord, peers maintain a full-routing table and approach 1-hop performance
on DHT operations compared to the O(log N) hop performance of multi-hop
overlays, at the cost of the increased routing table updates and storage.
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In Epichord, as in Chord, peers are organised in a concentric circle in the identifier
space, with keys stored at the first node succeeding them in the identifier space.
For example, in Figure 4.3, key 2 is stored at node 3, etc. An Epichord peer’s
routing table is initialised when the peer joins the overlay by getting copies of
the successor and predecessor peer’s routing table. Thereafter, the peer adds
new entries when a request comes from a peer not presently in the routing table,
and removes entries which are considered dead. If the churn rate is sufficiently
high compared to the rate at which lookups add new entries to the routing table,
the peer sends probe messages to segments of the address space called slices. As
in Figure 4.4, slices are organised in exponentially increasing size as the address
range moves away from the current peer’s position. This leads to a concentration
of routing table entries around the peer, ensuring a node has accurate knowledge
of its neighbours.
To improve the success rate of lookups, Epichord uses p-way parallel requests
directed to peers nearest to the destination node who should be responsible for
some value val. A p-way parallel request is the sending of p unicast messages in
parallel, replacing the use of a single unicast request message. A peer which does
not have the key of interest replies with additional entries from its routing table
that are closer to the key of interest. Due to the cache maintenance mechanism
described above, these local peers should be accurate. The requesting peer issues
additional lookup requests if any entries are closer to the key than its previous
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Figure 4.3: Circular identifier space, showing keys and nodes organised with IDs
increasing clockwise [6].
set of requests. For example, a peer issues 5 parallel unicast requests to peers
around a key of interest. If none of the 5 contain the key, then any replies are
used to issue additional parallel unicast requests.
During periods of high churn, a peer maintains at least l active entries in each
slice of its routing table, typically 2. When the number of entries in a slice falls
below l, the peer issues parallel lookup messages to ids in that slice. Responses
to these ids are used to add entries to that slice in the routing table. All parallel
lookups in Epichord are carried in separate unicast messages.
4.2.8.2 D1HT
As per EpiChord, D1HT nodes maintain a routing table containing all nodes in
the peer system. To join the D1HT system, a node pany must know one of the
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Figure 4.4: Division of address space into exponentially smaller slices with respect
to node x [6].
existing member nodes already in the system. Assuming this, the joining node
p hashes its own IP address and asks pany to route a lookup for p, which will
return the successor of p. Node p will now contact its successor node psucc to be
inserted into the ring and gain information about IDs it is responsible for. After
this, p will then receive a copy of its successor node’s routing table. This method
is common throughout 1-hop systems and is consistent with EpiChord.
The only events which affect the accuracy of the routing table in peer systems
are joins and leaves. Consequently, if all nodes in the peer system are aware
of all joins and leaves, the routing table remains up-to-date. Subsequently, the
D1HT maintenance algorithm concentrates on an efficient, effective technique
to propagate join/leave information throughout the system. Inefficient methods
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to distribute this information, e.g. broadcast, are avoided. D1HT proposes the
Event Detection and Report Algorithm (EDRA).
4.2.8.3 EDRA
To disseminate information about joins and leaves (events), each peer p sends up
to ρ propagation messages at each Θ secs time interval, where p = dlog2(n)e and
Θ is based on the system dynamics. Every message will have a Time To Live
(TTL) value associated with it in the range from (0 - ρ) and is sent to succ(p, 2l),
which is the nodes at positions modulo 2 in the successor path. Also, p will
include in its messages all events that occurred in time interval Θ.
Figure 4.5 illustrates how EDRA disseminates an event in a D1HT peer system
with only 11 peers. The following rules formally define the EDRA algorithm and
are taken from [7].
Rule 1: Every peer will send at least one and up to ρ messages at the end of
each Θ secs interval, where p = dlog2(n)e.
Rule 2: Each message will have a Time To Live counter (TTL) in the range 0
to ρ - 1, and carry a number of events. All events brought by a message
with TTL = l will be acknowledged with TTL = l by the receiving peer.
Rule 3: A message will only contain events acknowledged during the ending
interval. An event acknowledged with TTL = l, l > 0, will be included in
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all messages with TTL < l sent at the end of the current Θ interval. Events
acknowledged with TTL = 0 will not be included in any message.
Rule 4: The message with TTL = 0 will be sent even if there is no event to
report. Messages with TTL > 0 will only be sent if there are events to be
reported.
Rule 5: If a peer does not receive any message from its predecessor for Tdetect
secs, it assumes that the predecessor has left the system.
Rule 6: When a peer detects an event in its predecessor (it has joined or left
the system), this event is considered to have been acknowledged with TTL
= ρ, and so is reported through ρ messages according to rule 3.
Rule 7: A peer p will send all messages with TTL = l to succ(p, 2l).
Rule 8: Before sending a message to succ(p, k), p will discharge all events related
to any peer in stretch(p, k).
4.2.9 Overlay Networks
An overlay network is a group of peers connected via virtual links. Each virtual
link in the Overlay can represent many physical links in the underlay network as
shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: A D1HT system with 11 peers (p = 4), where a peer crashes and
this event is detected and reported by its successor nodes. Each peer should only
receive one single notification of the event [7].
4.2.10 Service Overlays
Although typically associated with Web Services, service orientation in a P2P ar-
chitecture means that peers can offer and use services from any other peer without
relying on centralised resources. By utilising P2P networks for service discov-
ery, a highly scalable and generally fault tolerant service discovery mechanism is
possible, achieving global scale service advertisement and discovery. Combining
service advertisement and discovery with a P2P overlay creates what is referred
to as a service overlay [52]. The construction of a service overlay involves map-
ping service descriptions, typically complex structured documents, to the overlay
index mechanism to provide an efficient index and lookup facility.
Peers in a service overlay require protocol support for the overlay operations:
join, leave, lookup, insert and finally routing table maintenance. Service overlays
are constructed by nodes self-organising into a P2P overlay network using a join
protocol. How a node learns about existing nodes in the overlay is system de-
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Figure 4.6: Example Overlay Network
pendent. First nodes are assigned a unique node ID, after which they connect to
their neighbouring peers. In the case of a structured overlay, nodes create their
own routing table. The majority of service overlays use a Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) for lookup and storage functionality. Entries to be stored in the overlay
are hashed using a hashing function, (e.g. SHA1) and stored at nodes whose ID
is the closest match to the ID of the entry to be stored. Therefore when lookups
are issued to the overlay in the form lookup(id), the overlay routing algorithm
resolves which node is responsible for that entry by determining which node ID
is closest to the lookup ID.
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4.3 Problems
4.3.1 Multiple Service Discovery Types
Before examining the inherent problems associated with discovering services over
a WAN, it is important to address the problems associated with choosing one of
the many Service Discovery Mechanisms (SDMs) available. As multiple SDMs
proliferate across various administrative domains, mobile devices will require a
method to locate and select the appropriate mechanism according to the context
of the mobile device, such as network domain, location, protocol, and application.
One possible solution to this problem is Meta Service Discovery, described in
Section 4.5.
4.3.2 Inefficiency
Many multi-hop peer-to-peer structured overlays have been proposed for peer-
to-peer applications, but are characterised by O(log N) hop count. In addition,
because each overlay hop is routed in the underlay in potentially many native
hops, multi-hop overlays have poor latency characteristic for connecting large
numbers of peers. Consequently several systems have been developed to trade-
off latency for larger routing tables. Larger, more accurate routing tables allow
nodes to lower hop counts to around O (1) hops. However these designs lead to
increased network traffic for managing the larger routing tables.
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Devices which want to participate using peer-to-peer applications are required to
decide between the cost of keeping routing tables accurate or the cost of having
to send increased numbers of messages for DHT operations. For mobile nodes
or nodes which have restricted bandwidth and processing power, this is not an
attractive choice as both designs are potentially expensive. One solution to this
problem is described in Section 5.
4.3.3 Security
It is accepted that all nodes in a P2P network pose a potential threat to their
peers. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, where nodes bombard a targeted node
with requests with the intent to overwhelm it, are amongst the most common
threats. In addition to these, exposing confidential information, sharing inaccu-
rate data and administering viruses and trojan horses are also common. Such
obvious threats will inevitably hinder the progress of many P2P applications, and
measures to tackle these issues are required.
One method to reduce the threat posed by peers is to authenticate them. That
is, if a node’s identity is known then it is less likely that the node will misbehave.
However, authentication of P2P systems is non-trivial for several reasons. Most
modern P2P systems are decentralised and decentralisation of a network removes
the ability to administer security centrally. As an example, a centrally adminis-
tered network may have external vetting techniques (registered details) to ensure
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nodes are trustworthy before they are allowed access to network services. The
central administrator can subsequently ask nodes to identify themselves when
present on the network. When central servers are removed from this infrastruc-
ture, nodes must assume a level of trust amongst their peers and methods to
enhance this trust are required.
It is clear that security is a key research area for P2P networks. However, this
Thesis does not further address security as it is beyond the scope of its work.
Instead this Thesis focuses on problems with service discovery and searching
inefficiencies.
4.4 WAN Service Usage
Devices connect to the Internet and discover services offered by service providers.
We refer to this pattern as wide-area service discovery. Many commercial services
are already offered to devices through web services. Using wide-area service
discovery, location-specific discovery can be performed outside the immediate
area. For example, a roaming device might discover services along a planned
route. Wide-area service discovery does not require devices to offer services to all
other devices on the Internet. Devices connect to the Internet, offer services, and
discover services offered by other devices connected to the Internet. We refer to
this pattern as wide-area peer-to-peer service discovery. Compared to wide-area
service discovery, it means that all classes of users can participate as both service
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providers and service users. It permits a range of use not available to the previous
patterns:
• Users can be content publishers as well as consumers.
• Collections of home networks and PANs can interoperate. For example, we
can use peer-to-peer discovery mechanism to share PVRs (Personal Video
Recorders) between different home networks, so that a program can be
recorded on a remote PVR if the local one is scheduled for a conflicting
time.
• Multiple users in a social network can share device resources regardless
of geographic proximity. Users can form online communities and interact
directly using the personal devices.
A greater scale of resource sharing can be achieved, and resources that might not
be available in the local area can be discovered and used. For example, a network
of devices forms a personal grid, and can be used to distribute computation load
to implement algorithms for content-based retrieval or image recognition.
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4.5 Meta-Service Discovery
4.5.1 Introduction
This Thesis presents Meta Service Discovery, a technique used to find and select a
Service Discovery Mechanism (SDM) by context. There are many SDMs includ-
ing network services (such as SLP), integrated device network adapters (such as
Bluetooth) and those integrated into middleware platforms (such as Web services,
Jini, and JXTA):
• Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) [40]
• Corba Trading Object Service [53]
• Service Location Protocol (SLP) [19]
• Simple Service Discovery (SSDP) in UPnP [38]




• Wide-area extensions to SLP: WASRV [59], wide-area SLP [60].
• Secure Service Discovery Service (SSDS) [61].
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It could be argued that multiple SDMs, both per domain and in the public
Internet, will co-exist in the future for several reasons:
• Service discovery in pervasive computing is an extension of web search,
and there will be economic incentives for multiple SDMs just as there are
multiple web search sites today.
• Application-specific SDMs will be designed and managed for the benefit
of specific user communities, somewhat analogous to the multitude of web
portals today.
• Administrative control is argued in [62] as a basis for hierarchical and multi-
ring overlay architectures. The same arguments apply to the use of multiple
SDMs.
• Experience has shown that standardisation does not guarantee a single
solution in the market place, the large number of incompatible instant mes-
saging and presence protocols are one example of this.
• The low barrier of entry to create both application-specific, (e.g., file shar-
ing) and general purpose (e.g. Open DHT) peer-to-peer overlays is leading
to the proliferation of P2P overlays, and service-oriented overlays will follow
this trend.
• From the various efforts to develop complex query languages and semantic
lookup over Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), the trade-off between query
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language power, efficiency and overhead could lead to a spectrum of ser-
vice overlays with query languages matched to the needs of the application
domain.
Consequently, a method is needed to identify and select SDMs. For example, a
mobile node may roam to a new location, and applications on the node may wish
to discover services available in the new context. The node must first determine
which SDMs are available to use in this context. The node can uses Meta Ser-
vice Discovery to identify SDMs by context. In this step, it may obtain a client
stub to download and use for accessing the SDM. It can then communicate di-
rectly with each SDM of interest, issuing discovery requests and obtaining service
descriptions.
4.5.2 Design
In essence, Meta Service Discovery is a SDM for discovering other SDMs. By
treating SDM discovery as a type of discovery problem, the approach of creating
a searchable description and a method for SDMs can be followed. Figure 4.7
shows a document describing a SDM. Each tag contains an attribute of the SDM,
such as domain, protocol, and location. Meta Service Discovery then becomes
the searching, advertising, and querying of collections of such descriptions. In
the wide-area approach, SDM descriptions are stored in a structured overlay.
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Figure 4.7: SDM Description
4.5.2.1 Meta Service Discovery in a Structured Overlay
In this scenario, SDM descriptions are stored in a DHT implemented using a
structured overlay. There are several techniques for storing structured documents
in a DHT so that the queries can be made against fields of the document. These
techniques involve partitioning a structured document into strands and breaking
up strings into substrings which can be separately indexed. As discussed later,
this leads to multiple index entries per SDM description.
Figure 4.8 illustrates Meta Service Discovery on a structured overlay using a
DHT. For simplicity, the wide-area DHT is shown as a single ring, but it could
also be a hierarchical or multi-ring overlay. Entries in the DHT are depicted
at the bottom of the diagram, and represent various SDM repositories, servers,
and specialised service overlays. Each SDM repository, server or service overlay
is indexed by its SDM description. Queries for SDM entries may be by any
combination of fields in the SDM description, such as domain, location, size, and
operator.
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Figure 4.8: Meta Service Discovery global index entries and lookup by various
types, for discovery of various SDMs [8]
Since SDM descriptions are significantly less complex than most service descrip-
tions (for example, those found in WSDL, SLP, or UPnP), the mapping of SDM
descriptions to the DHT hash indexing is straightforward, and queries are sim-
pler than if full service descriptions were directly hashed in to the DHT index. In
Section 4.5.3, some example mappings implemented in three existing structured
overlays (INS-Twine [22], FreePastry [50, 62] and OpenDHT [34]) are described.
The following section describes each overlay network and the underlying DHTs
used by each.
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4.5.3 Mapping SDM Descriptions to Existing P2P Over-
lays
4.5.3.1 Experimentation
To test Meta Service Discovery in existing P2P overlay networks it was neces-
sary to create a large data set of SDMs. The dataset was then inserted into
three available structured overlay indexing systems (FreePastry, OpenDHT, and
INS/Twine). For FreePastry and OpenDHT an interface was created to decom-
pose an SDM description into combinations of fields to ensure a wildcard lookup
could be made by any combination of [domain, SDM protocol, location, and a
free text field]. In these two systems, each SDM resulted in 15 index entries. As
described in the previous section, INS/Twine provides an interface to map struc-
tured documents into index entries in Chord. For INS/Twine the set of SDMs
from the generated dataset were encoded into the format used by INS/Twine
(INS).
For FreePastry, 20 SDMs were stored in a 220 (virtual) node network. The
FreePastry file storage mechanism (PAST) was implemented to provide persistent
storage. Storing 20 SDMs resulted in 300 total entries in the DHT (20 x 15). 300
queries were then issued to match the 300 entries, all of which returned a result.
Due to a synchronisation problem with the FreePastry implementation, a larger
test was not carried out. Another limitation of FreePastry is that duplicate
keys are overwritten rather than appended. Since the SDM is decomposed into
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separate index entries for each field for wildcard purposes, collisions on protocol
name, for example, were common. This means that duplicate keys are replaced,
and consequently cannot be retrieved.
At the time of writing, OpenDHT is deployed on about 200 nodes on PlanetLab.
PlanetLab is described in detail in Section 2.2.4.2. 72,019 SDMs were entered into
the PlanetLab network, which led to 1,072,014 total entries, for which 1,008,140
queries were issued. Unlike FreePastry, OpenDHT does permit multiple duplicate
keys, and a lookup returns all matching keys. During the querying there were
7,334 errors (non responses) (0.73%). OpenDHT errors are non-responses and
are attributed to node or network conditions. For example, a congested network,
failed link or router. OpenDHT successfully handled the SDM mapping and
queries needed for these experiments. For INS/Twine 200 nodes were created
and 200 SDMs stored upon them leading to 2200 total entries. 2200 queries were
then issued to validate the data entries. INS/Twine successfully handled the
SDM mapping and queries needed for these experiments.
4.5.3.2 Sizing and Key Distribution Analysis
If Meta Service Discovery were widely deployed, it would be useful to estimate
the number of SDM entries that would be required. It is assumed that each
domain that has type A DNS Resource Record will advertise at least one SDM.
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The most recent measurement is 71,723,098 type A DNS entries [63]. Type A
DNS entries are Host addresses.
For estimating sizing and measuring key distribution, it was assumed that SDM
locations would correspond to population densities. Two data sets were obtained,
one containing the LL position for the 2555 largest cities [64] and another contain-
ing the square area for the 40 largest cities [65]. Both are worldwide datasets. For
the 40 largest cities, assuming a grid spacing of 1 city block (about 200 meters),
there are about 3.5M grid points.
4.5.3.3 Representing Service Discovery Mechanisms by location
Each SDM may also be referenced by location, e.g. street address, landmark,
or latitude-longitude (LL). Representing location in structured P2P systems is
difficult and costly. A location may cover a specific range, e.g. city block, town
or state. When searching for data by location, a user must know the specific loca-
tion value which was indexed when the data was entered. This is an unreasonable
assumption. Many approaches to tackle this problem have been developed, in-
cluding range queries. A range query searches the DHT for values in a range
defined by the user. For example, if a service were located at the LL (10 10
42.10) and the user defined the searchable range as (10 10 42.0) to (10 10 43.0),
queries would be issued for all values between this range until the entry was
discovered. This method is rather crude and costly.
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To address this problem, this Thesis presents a novel technique to allow street
addresses and landmarks to be converted to a corresponding LL. The LL can be
normalised to decimal format and aligned to the nearest grid point on a map. As
an example, if a service location fell within a grid section, it could be aligned to the
centre point of that grid section. That resulting grid point can then be directly
indexed into the DHT. By implementing this solution, lookup is considerably
simplified as only a single query is required to search for a SDM by location.
However, it is fair to wonder if the grid alignment solution could possibly affect
load balance in the DHT and cause ‘clumping’ of data in nodes which represent
popular service locations. Tests in Section 4.5.3.4 discard this concern.
4.5.3.4 Key Distribution
As described previously, each SDM is decomposed into separate fields and in-
dexed into combinations of fields. Key distribution of the domain name and
location entities was evaluated separately. For the distribution of domains, a list
of 405,097 domains registered in 1997 was obtained from [66]. After hashing each
domain using SHA1, keys were inserted into a network consisting of 10,000 nodes.
Figure 4.9 shows the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the key distribution
using real domain names. These results are similar to those measured in [5],
and demonstrate that by indexing domain names almost no penalty is incurred
compared to randomly generating keys. The slight deviation in the uniformity
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Figure 4.9: PDF of key distribution of 405,097 real domain names in a 10,000
node network [8]
is likely caused by the non-uniform dataset, but this is marginal. For example,
with regard to domain names, there exists a disproportionate number of ‘.com’
top level domains.
As described previously, location was represented in a normalised LL format. LL
positions were randomly generated and hashed using SHA1 in 2555 cities on a 200
meter grid spacing. Figure 4.10 shows the PDF for 0.5 million location entries
over 10,000 nodes. Figure 4.11 shows the 1st and 99th percentile and mean keys
per node for a range of keys. These results, like those collated for the distribution
of domain names, are almost as uniform as those measured in [5] for randomly
generated keys.
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Figure 4.10: PDF for location based key distribution of 500,000 keys over 10,000
nodes [8]
Figure 4.11: Number of keys per node vs. total numbers of keys for 10,000 nodes
[8]
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, P2P service overlays were presented as a potential solution to the
WAN service discovery problem. However, P2P overlays suffer from inefficiencies,
security problems and lack a clear method to address the large number of available
service discovery mechanisms.
To address the latter of these issues, Meta Service Discovery was presented. Meta
Service Discovery is successfully implemented using three well known P2P sys-
tems, confirming P2P systems can be used to search for and store SDM descrip-
tions. Key distribution for MSD is uniform.
A new location-based searching mechanism was presented as an extension to
Meta Service Discovery. Latitude-Longitude pairs can be normalised to decimal
format and aligned to the nearest grid point on a map. This also results in a near
uniform key distribution.
Chapter 5
Improving the efficiency of P2P
Systems
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents a novel method to improve the efficiency of all categories
of P2P systems. Using multi-destination multicast, it is shown that it is possible
for users of P2P systems to reduce their bandwidth consumption by 30%. For
mobile device users, this is a significant figure.
5.2 Why improve efficiency?
With the proliferation of mobile networked devices flooding the consumer mar-
ket, device users are presented with a vast choice of methods to access networked
services. It is not uncommon for mobile phone users to browse the Internet, en-
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gage in Instant Messenger chats, and download pictures almost simultaneously.
It would therefore not be unreasonable to suggest that P2P applications would
be an interesting application scenario for mobile devices, offering device users a
new method to access already popular content. However, P2P Service overlays
are inefficient. Systems which offer reasonable performance, e.g. 1-hop overlays,
consume large amounts of bandwidth to maintain accurate routing tables. For
mobile devices, users are charged per kilobyte for the data they download. There-
fore designers of P2P systems for mobile devices have to realise that every packet
counts.
5.3 Multicast
It is well known that messages that are multicast can make significant savings
over similar messages that are sent using unicast. The quantitative benefits of
multicasting have been formulated in the Chuang-Sirbu scaling law [67] which
shows that the ratio of the number of edges in the multicast versus the average
unicast path length equals m0.8 (where m is the multicast group size). The per
link reduction in message traffic from multicast is then:
1−m−0.2 (5.1)
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The exponent ε = -0.2 represents the multicast efficiency. The assumptions of
the Chuang-Sirbu law are:
1. Receivers are randomly distributed throughout the network.
2. Multicast trees are shortest-path trees constructed using Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm and extend only to the edge router.
3. There is no control overhead, or control overhead is < 1% of total traffic.
4. It applies to networks that are representative of inter-domain routing topolo-
gies of the Internet, with average node degree in the range of 3 to 4, and a
range of sizes from 47 routers to 5000 routers.
5. The multicast routing at the network layer does not support any reliability
mechanism.
The first assumption relates to the placement of peers in the network and the
distribution of the set of peers in a parallelised overlay operation. In overlay
analysis, it is generally assumed that peers are randomly distributed throughout
the network. With the exception of proximity-aware overlays, neighbours in the
overlay are not close to each other in the network and are unlikely to cluster on
the same subnet. As a result, parallel overlay operations which are directed at
a set of adjacent overlay nodes, such as a parallel lookups, are sent to a random
set of network locations. In the case of proximity-aware overlays, the multicast
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savings can be no worse than predicted by Chuang-Sirbu and may be better
due to the sharing of the tree path. The remaining assumptions relate to the
network and the multicast mechanism. Using multi-destination routing satisfies
assumptions 2, 3, and 5. The networks of interest satisfy assumption 4.
Further evaluation of Chuang-Sirbu has been completed in [68], which derives
a similar expression, and [69] which finds some shortcomings of Chuang-Sirbu
with respect to large groups and provides a revised formulation. Chalmers and
Almeroth [70] used actual multicast data sets on the Internet and synthesised
multicast trees, finding a slightly lower multicast efficiency ε in the range -0.34 <
ε < -0.30. The results are based on the actual multicast infrastructure in place at
the time of the data collection, which may constrain multicast branching points
more so than in synthetic topologies. Further, their analysis includes multicast
trees extended to the end points, which produces increased savings from Chuang-
Sirbu if there is clustering of end points at subnets.
In the case of the parallelised overlay operations discussed here, the size of the
multicast group is within the Chuang-Sirbu formulation, but is frequently at the
lower end of the formulation (m < 20). In this range, the multicast efficiency
exponent derived by Chalmers and Almeroth is also applicable. For brevity,
multicast savings 1-mε with -0.34 < ε < -0.20 are referred to as the Chuang-
Sirbu law. In comparison, Fahmy and Kown [71] give a range of -0.4 < ε < -0.2
for IP multicast efficiency, but do not present experimental results to substantiate





























Figure 5.1: Message savings versus group size for Chuang-Sirbu, varying ε
the larger range. Figure 5.1 shows message savings versus group size for a set of
values for ε.
For mobile P2P applications, achieving message savings in excess of 27% is inter-
esting. One would expect, however, that a trivial solution such as multicasting
would have already been considered for P2P systems. To explain why this is
not the case, this Thesis present two different methods of IP multicasting: the
host-group model and multi-destination multicasting, whose suitability for P2P
is discussed.
5.3.1 Traditional Host Group Model
The prevailing host-group multicast protocols including PIM, DVMRP, and CBT
create a single group address per multicast tree, and each router stores state for
each active group address. Routers advertise multicast groups to leaf nodes, and
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nodes which wish to join the multicast tree inform the router. The state in the
router grows with the number of simultaneous multicast groups. Further, there
is a delay when creating a multicast group, and the network may only support a
limited number of group addresses. Therefore, for a large overlay it is impractical
for each node to have a group address for each set of other nodes it sends multicast
messages to, as the number of multicast groups is large and the group sizes are
typically small.
Worsening the problem is that the average peer session time is as low as 60 min-
utes in some overlays, meaning that group state is replaced relatively frequently.
Host group multicast is designed for relatively small number of very large sets
of recipients. So host group multicast is not a good choice for P2P overlay op-
erations where there are many simultaneous small groups of peers involved in a
message, and the groups are short-lived.
5.3.2 Multi-Destination Multicast
The concept of multi-destination routing was proposed in the early years of multi-
cast protocol design [72] but, as Ammar observes [73], subsequent protocol design
focused on enabling large multicast groups. However in the past several years,
there has been recognition of multi-destination routing as a complementary multi-
cast technology that has advantages for applications which feature large numbers
of small groups. In multi-destination multicast routing, instead of two or more
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unicast messages sent to separate destinations, a single message is sent containing
the list of the destinations and the message content from the original messages.
Multicast-enabled routers route the message until a split point is reached (ac-
cording to unicast routing decisions). At each such point, duplicate messages
containing the subset of destinations for each forwarding path are created and
routed. This continues until a message contains only a single address in which
case it is converted to a unicast message and is routed to its destination. If only a
subset of all routers is multicast-enabled, these routers forward multicast packets
to other multicast routers using tunnels through unicast routers. Alternately, the
network contains hosts which implement the multi-destination multicast routing.
Overlay nodes sending a multi-destination multicast message send the message
to one such host. The host routes the multi-destination messages to other hosts
according to the network routing rules, e.g. OSPF. At each such host, duplicate
messages containing the subset of destinations for each forwarding path are cre-
ated and routed. This continues until a message contains only a single address,
in which case it is converted to a unicast message and is routed to its destination.
Figure 5.2 illustrates this. Here node A is sending a multi-destination multicast
message to 4 nodes: B, C, D and E. Routers where a split occurs are shown
by filled circles. The numbers indicate the count of destination addresses in the
message.
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Figure 5.2: Progress of a multi-destination multicast message through a network
Multi-destination multicast routing does not require special state in routers. Thus
there is no router state constraint on the number of groups. However there is
additional processing overhead at each router for the forwarding algorithm to pro-
cess the list of addresses. Whereas host-group multicast routers have forwarding
state for each group address, for a multi-destination packet with N destinations,
there is O(N) work at each router to process the list of addresses and to make
a forwarding decision for each destination. Packet duplication work for multi-
destination routing is similar to that of host-group multicast.
Multi-destination multicast imposes a maximum group size v. This is restricted
by the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the network. Currently for Ethernet
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this is 1500 bytes as an upper bound. For IPv4, this gives a maximum size of 127
addresses [74]. Since peers in the overlay maintain routing tables or addresses of
other peers, there is no group join overhead when peers are directly reachable in
the overlay. Thus the time to create a new multicast group is not a factor. It
can therefore be concluded that multi-destination routing is generally applicable
to networks where group sizes are small and membership is changeable, e.g. P2P
networks. Recently an experimental IP protocol for multi-destination multicast
called explicit multicast (XCAST) has been specified [74] and several XCAST
testbeds have been deployed. [75] analyse the performance of XCAST combined
with host-group multicasting. For brevity in the remainder of this Thesis, XCAST
is used to mean only multicast protocol.
5.4 Design Criteria
The typical use of a peer-to-peer overlay is to provide widely available end-to-end
network services that would be difficult to deploy inside the network, or to share
computing resources among a large set of users. A variety of peer-to-peer over-
lays have been developed for applications such as file sharing, instant messaging,
and telephony. With reference to Figure 4.1, examples of file/content sharing
systems used commercially today are the eMule [48] P2P client which works on
a Kademlia network (structured), Kazaa [18], Gnutella [30] and BitTorrent [49]
(unstructured). Instant messaging and telephony systems, e.g. Skype [76], pos-
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sibly use P2P technologies though this is unconfirmed due to the proprietary
nature of the systems. However, the work of P2P SIP [77] certainly aims to
provide these systems using P2P networks.
To explain the potential for using multicast messaging in an overlay, first consider
the various types of messages that are possible:
1. A node sends a discovery message to another node during overlay bootstrap.
2. A node announces it is joining or leaving the overlay.
3. A node sends routing tables or routing table excerpts to another node.
4. A node sends node metrics and/or overlay measurements to another node.
5. A node sends a DHT lookup request or response to another node.
6. A node sends an event to one or more subscriber nodes.
7. A node sends its application state to another node, for example, for repli-
cation for load distribution and reliability.
8. A node acting as an inter-overlay gateway translates a message from one
overlay to another.
9. A node sends a measurement probe, heart-beat or gossip message to another
node.
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10. A node sends messages which combine or concatenate other types of mes-
sages, such as exchanging routing table updates with DHT request or re-
sponse messages.
11. A node sends messages to create, join, use, manage, and leave using appli-
cation layer multicast (ALM) tree using an overlay routing algorithm.
12. A node sends an acknowledgement to any of the above messages.
Let P be the set of peers in the overlay during some interval T, where |P | = n.
Let M be the set of overlay protocol message types for the overlay. Mt ∈M is one
of the above message types, and mj is a message instance of a given type Mt, with
j as a unique identifier for each message instance in interval T. Define Fi as the set
of all combinations of P of sizes i = 2, 3 .. n. Distinguish multicast messages where
the destinations all receive the same message type Mt from multiplexed multicast
messages where destinations receive multiple possibly overlapping message types
(such as probe and lookup messages). In general, the former offer the most
efficiency gains since they frequently share message payload. The cases identified
later for specific existing overlay designs are single-type multicast messages.
During interval T, the accumulated count of messages sent by all peers in P
is A = Σ at where each at is the count of those messages of type Mt. These
messages are sent over network links L. For unicast transmission, the average
number of messages per link is then A/|L|. The goal is to replace sets of unicast
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messages to multiple destinations from the same peer with a multicast message
to the same destinations, reducing the per link message traffic to A′/|L|, A′ < A.
The number of unicast messages that can be combined depends on the message
type, the degree of parallelism of that message type in a given overlay, and their
temporal locality.
To identify temporal locality needed for using a multicast message in place of
unicast messages, an outgoing message queue is constructed at each peer. Each
peer p has a queue Q which has pending messages mj to send. After adding a
message mj to Q, the peer examines Q and may combine a set u of messages in Q
to create a new multicast message mc to group gk where mc contains the contents
of the individual u messages, p 3 gk, |gk| = |u|, gk ∈ F|u|, and k is a unique
group identifier. The peer may flush one or more messages from Q, combine
other unicast and multicast messages in the queue, or wait for further messages.
The peer acts to maintain the maximum queueing delay of any message below a
threshhold dq. Assume peers agree on the rules for combining and extracting uni-
cast messages to and from multicast messages. Assume further that the decision
process by which messages are combined considers that the benefit of multicast
for network efficiency is proportional to the amount of overlap of the content of
the combined unicast messages.
The number of multicast groups used in the overlay in the interval T is then NG
= |G| where G = {gi : ∀ i}. The maximum group size is |gmax| such that ∀ gk :
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Table 5.1: Multicast parameters for two O(1) overlays [10]
|gk| ≤ |gmax| and ∃ gk : |gk| = |gmax|}. The rate of group formation is r = NG/T
and the frequency of group use f(gk) = |mc|/T , the number of multicast messages
mc to the group gk in interval T.
For example, Table 5.1 shows example values for two one-hop overlays which
are described earlier in this Thesis. EpiChord (see Section 4.2.8.1) uses p-way
lookups for both application-level and maintenance messages, and the number of
groups needed during T and the rate of group formation are directly related to
the lookup rate rL. Although group size is small, for a high-churn overlay the
rate of group formation might be as high as 1 group per second per peer, and the
groups have low frequency of re-use due to the random distribution of access in
the overlay.
D1HT together with EDRA (see section 4.2.8.2) uses up to (log n)-way messages,
and its rate of group formation is directly related to the churn rate. A high churn
network is considered to have a mean node lifetime of one hour. The frequency of
group use is related to the EDRA event maintenance interval θ, which decreases
as the churn rate increases.
Multicast routing offers efficiency and concurrency to overlay designers. It may
improve response time for operations in which parallelism locates a shorter path
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more quickly. Reliability may be affected, since a lost multicast packet effects
multiple messages.
5.5 Related Work
A large number of peer-to-peer overlays have been proposed, and overlay design
continues to be an active area of research. Lua et al. [78] survey many contem-
porary overlays but do not discuss multicast-enabled overlays. Aberer et al. [79]
present an overlay design space but also do not address multicast-enabled over-
lays. Identifying and analysing parallelism in overlay messaging has not been
generally addressed. Use of an overlay for application layer multicasting (ALM)
is a separate and different issue, and existing ALMs use unicast messaging at the
network layer.
Kelips [80] is a O(1)-hop overlay which uses an epidemic multicast protocol for
exchanging overlay membership and other soft state between nodes. As described
in [81], such a protocol consists of two sub-protocols: a multicast data dissemi-
nation protocol, and a gossip protocol to exchange message history for reliability
purposes. In [81] the multicast data dissemination protocol can be either IP mul-
ticast if available or random spanning trees over the multicast group formed by
unicast connections. The Kelips epidemic multicast heartbeat protocol, which
maintains the soft state in each node, gossips to nodes in its own group and
to contacts in other groups. Each node has two multicast groups in a given
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gossip round. Intra-group targets for gossip are weighted towards neighbors, so
intra-group multicast groups are repeated in subsequent rounds until neighbors
change. Inter-group targets vary round by round, so inter-group multicast group
membership changes round by round at each node. Consequently, Kelips requires
in a given gossip round O(n) number multicast groups, and group membership
for each group changes each round. The epidemic protocol based on [81] used
by Kelips does not scale in terms of router state if IP multicast is used, and has
substantial group membership maintenance overhead.
Oh-ishi et al. have considered the use of Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [82]
in sparse mode (PIM-SM) and source specific mode (PIM-SSM) [83] to reduce
message traffic in peer-to-peer systems. Their analysis focuses on using multicast
routes between peers in different ISP networks. He and Ammar [75] analyse the
performance of XCAST combined with host-group multicasting, where XCAST
is used for small groups and host-group multicasting is used for large groups. For
XCAST sessions they use a dynamic tunneling mechanism between routers cor-
responding to XCAST branch points in a given session. Since most routers in a
multicast path are non-branching, the XCAST routing processing in each router
is significantly reduced. However this mechanism is session-oriented and would
not be useful for parallelising overlay operations which use short-lived groups.
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5.6 XCAST in 1-hop Overlays
To test the theory that multicasting parallel operations in Overlay networks
can achieve message savings according to Chuang-Sirbu, the XCAST multi-
destination routing protocol was implemented in the SSFNet network simula-
tor [32]. Many network simulators currently exist and [31] describes the steps
taken to decide upon SSFNet as my choice network simulator. After implement-
ing the XCAST multi-destination multicast protocol on SSFNet, two 0(1)-hop
algorithms were implemneted; EpiChord [6] and EDRA [7]. EpiChord is de-
scribed earlier in Section 4.2.8.1 and EDRA in Section 4.2.8.3.
All simulations in this section were carried out using a 10,450 node network
on the SSFNet simulation environment. The underlay network consisted of 25
autonomous systems, each containing 13 routers and 405 hosts.
5.6.1 EpiChord
According to the rules described in Section 5.4, the EpiChord algorithm clearly
exhibits operations that are inherently parallel. Two such operations in EpiChord
which exhibit parallel behaviour are DHT lookups and probe messages. To im-
prove the success rate of lookup messages, EpiChord uses parallel p-way lookup
requests directed to peers nearest to the node which it believes is responsible for a
lookup value. To test multi-destination routing, these p parallel unicast requests
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Each node does these actions
Add new node
if (pending queue = P)
Figure 5.3: EpiChord pending request queue states and actions [9]
were replaced with a single XCAST request sent to the p destinations. Figure 5.3
describes the EpiChord lookup and probe mechanism in greater detail.
In EpiChord, for a p-way request, p requests are initially sent and are placed
in the pending queue. For any peer, after a first or second timeout, a unicast
request is resent to that peer. After the third timeout, or if a peer responds with
a NAK, the peer is removed from the pending queue. If the pending queue is of
size p-1, two new peers are sent a 2-way request and are added to the pending
queue, making its size p+1. Lookup terminates when an ACK is received. One
consequence of this algorithm is that the amount of parallelism in practice is
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not simply p due to the unicast retransmissions and to the 2-way messages used
by EpiChord to recover from timeouts and negative responses. Further, the
proportion of unicast retransmissions and 2-way messages is dependent on the
churn rate and the level of routing table accuracy.
Therefore, if parallel unicast lookup messages and slice refresh messages are re-
placed with a single multi-destination packet [11], this can reduce the number
of lookup messages by up to 32% for edge links and 31% for internal links over
5-way unicast. Alternately, for a given message load, a higher routing table ac-
curacy can be obtained. Note that p-way EpiChord results in parallel message
traffic that is on average less than p-way due to invalid routing table entries, re-
transmissions, and negative acknowledgements [11]. In addition, probe lookups
for slice refresh can be aggregated into p-way XCAST messages. That is, during
a stabilisation cycle, there could be 10 slices that need lookups. These can all
be combined in one XCAST message with 10*p addresses. The following com-
pares unicast EpiChord with XCAST-enabled EpiChord for lookup-intensive and
churn-intensive workloads.
5.6.1.1 XCAST enabled EpiChord - Lookup-Intensive workload
In this workload, nodes join the network at a rate of 2 per second and issue on
average 2 lookups per second. The overlay network grows until it reaches 1200
EpiChord nodes. XCAST-enabled EpiChord performed equivalently to unicast
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EpiChord for average hop count, lookup latency and the success rates of lookups
across all degrees of parallelism, thus retaining EpiChords performance advan-
tages over Chord as described in [6].
XCAST significantly reduced message traffic for both overlay maintenance and
DHT lookups. This reduction was evaluated for both edge and internal links.
An edge link is defined as a duplex link connecting a host and a router, and an
internal link as a router-router connection. In this simulated network, there exists
40% more edge links than internal links, and internal links naturally carry more
traffic. During the simulation, the network grows from 200 nodes to 1200 nodes.
All message traffic was counted on each link in regular fixed sample intervals.
Lookup messages are used by EpiChord for three purposes: joins, maintenance
and application lookups. Join messages are sent when a new node wishes to
join the network and issues a p-way lookup message to its successor node and p-1
predecessor nodes. Maintenance lookup messages are sent when the routing table
does not satisfying the required number of nodes per slice. Application lookups
are standard lookups for some value in the DHT, issued twice per second per
node.
As shown in Figure 5.4, XCAST-enabled EpiChord reduces the number of appli-
cation lookups per internal link by up to 30% for a 5-way mode versus unicast
EpiChord. Similarly, Figure 5.5 shows that using XCAST reduces the number
of messages on the edge link by up to 31%. In general, for a request-response
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Figure 5.4: Average number of lookup messages counted per internal link for a
lookup-intensive workload [10]
protocol, replacing p unicast requests with 1 XCAST packet leads to a savings
rate of
(p− 1)/(2 ∗ p) (5.2)
for an edge link, assuming all responses are returned as separate unicast packets.
For p=5, the expected savings rate is 40%. Three factors account for the reduced
savings.
Causes of reduced savings As shown, the saving on the internal link is po-
tentially much greater than that on the edge link. However, these results do not
follow such a theory. The following reasons explain such behaviour:
Invalid routing table entries: In a large scale overlay, the routing table is
likely to be out-of-date due to churn. Should a lookup message be sent to a
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Figure 5.5: Average number of lookup messages counted per edge link for a
lookup-intensive workload [10]
node that is oﬄine, the message will never reach the destination edge link
(thus improving the edge link saving) and will traverse the internal network
until its TTL expires (thus reducing the internal link saving). As shown in
[6], the percentage of stale entries in the cache is around 13% for a steady
state network of 1200 nodes. This suggests that 13% of all lookups should
fail to reach their destination, thus demonstrating the above behaviour. If
this figure could be reduced, an improvement in the savings per link could
be achieved.
Re-transmissions: When an individual message from a p-way lookup reaches
timeout, the node will check the cache to determine if this node has reached
timeout enough times to be considered dead. If not, it will retransmit
a single UDP lookup message. After re-transmission, if the number of
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responses the sending node is waiting for x is (> 0 && ≤ p), then it
will issue a (p-x)+1 way lookup to new nodes. Subsequently, for a p-way
simulation, many lookups may be issued that demonstrate less than the
allowed p degree of parallelism.
Negative responses: When a node receives a lookup message, it will check to
see if it is responsible for the requested item. If not, it shall respond with
the l most likely nodes to try next. When the originating node receives
this negative response, it shall add the l nodes to its routing table and then
issues a new lookup message to the (p - x)+1 next best nodes where x is the
number of responses it currently awaits. Subsequently, for a 4-way lookup
with 3 responses awaited, a node may send a further 2-way lookup. This
behaviour explains why a 1-way XCAST enabled EpiChord outperforms
unicast EpiChord as 2-way lookup can be sent.
For a 5-way XCAST lookup in a lookup-intensive workload, only 21.5% of packets
on the edge link and 18.2% on the internal link are actually XCAST packets.
All other packets are UDP. This reduces the possible saving per link. Also, from
Figure 5.6, one can see that of these messages, between 55% - 62% were in actual
fact 2-way messages. Again, this will reduce the potential message saving per
link. Large numbers of XCAST packets carrying two destinations stem from the
number of re-transmissions and negative responses. Also, as an XCAST message
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can carry least two destinations, it is natural that this is the most commonly
found message.
This behaviour is further validated in Section 5.6.3.
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5-way XCAST Churn Internal
5-way XCAST Churn Edge
5-way XCAST Lookup Internal
5-way XCAST Lookup Edge
Figure 5.6: Numbers of XCAST messages per link which contain 2, 3, 4, and 5
destination addresses in a 5-way XCAST enabled EpiChord setup with a lookup
intensive configuration. [11]
5.6.1.2 XCAST enabled EpiChord - Churn-Intensive workload
For the churn-intensive workload, on average 15 nodes join the overlay network
per second and issue on average one lookup every 100 seconds. Average node
lifespan is 550 seconds and the network grows in size continuously to 9000 nodes.
All measurements in [6] were repeated for the churn-intensive workload, with
measurements taken for the lookup messages per link. As before, the XCAST-
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enabled EpiChord results for the average hop count, lookup latency, failure and
timeout rates were consistent with unicast EpiChord.
In a churn-intensive workload, the savings on both the internal and edge links are
somewhat reduced. The primary reason for this is that increased churn causes
lower routing table accuracy, leading to a higher percentage of unicast retrans-
missions and 2-way requests, reducing the amount of parallelism compared to the
lookup-intensive workload. As shown in Figure 5.7, XCAST-enabled EpiChord
shows a reduction of up to 24 % on edge links and in Figure 5.8 a 23% reduction
on internal links for a 5-way simulation.
Maintenance lookups show a reduction of 25% on edge links and 24% on internal
links. Finally, the reduction for application lookup messages on edge links for
join messages is 23% and 22% on internal links, again for a 5-way simulation.






























Figure 5.7: Average number of lookup messages per node on internal links for a
churn-intensive workload [10]
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Figure 5.8: Average number of lookup messages per node on edge links for a
churn-intensive workload [10]
5.6.2 D1HT EDRA
D1HT [7], described in more detail in Section 4.2.8.2 exhibits many parallel oper-
ations, particularly in the Event Detection and Reporting Algorithm (EDRA). In
EDRA, each peer gathers information about events (node joins and leaves) over
a period of θ and reports this information to its log2n successor nodes, where
n is the size of the network. Each of these messages sent to the log2n peers is
identical with the exception of the destination and thus is a prime example of the
type of operation that is suitable for multi-destination multicast. This process is
described next.
Replacing unicast propagation messages with a single multi-destination packet
observes propagation message savings of around 35% per link. Note that when
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p = d log2n e, p is the maximum degree of parallelism used for propagation
messages. However, the full savings calculated using the Chuang-Sirbu law for
size can not be achieved because each node which receives a propagation message
will send a propagation message with TTL-1. So for each propagation message
with TTL= p, further propagation messages will be created with TTL=(p . . . 0),
i.e. with a lower level of parallelism. Hence the saving is reduced. Next is a
description of the simulation environment and results when unicast propagation
messages are replaced by multi-destination propagation messages.
Like EpiChord, the EDRA maintenance algorithm was implemented using the
SSFNet simulation environment. However, upon testing the implemented EDRA
algorithm, it was clear it had some serious design issues. These issues were
identified and corrected, as described in detail in Section 6.2.3. The improved
version of EDRA will be referred to as EDRA*.
Simulations were carried out on a 10,450 node underlay network consisting of
25 autonomous systems, each containing 13 routers and 405 hosts. The overlay
network grows to 1,200 nodes in steady state. Node lifespans are distributed
using a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution of α=1, β=1800, and lookups are issued
on average every 10 minutes per node. A median lifespan of one hour is achieved
using this distribution, and is consistent with past studies as described in [84].
The EDRA* algorithm can be dynamically tuned to calculate the value required
to satisfy the maximum percentage of routing failures f . Table 5.2 shows the
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Table 5.2: Percentage Saving for XCAST over Unicast EDRA*
Parameters Edge Link Internal Link
EDRA*, f=10 33.10% 35.10%
EDRA*, f=30 33.50% 35.90%
EDRA*,f=50 33.60% 37.00%
EDRA*, f=70 33.10% 35.70%
[10]
percentage message saving for multi-destination propagation messages on edge
and internal links vs. unicast.
Figure 5.9 shows the bandwidth required to satisfy various levels of f . When
calculating bandwidth usage, all messages are considered which directly result
in routing table updates. That is, for EDRA* lookup messages, propagation
messages and all replies are counted. Also, proxy messages for new nodes in
the join interval and any probe message which carries a routing table entry are
considered. Figure 5.9 shows that unicast EDRA* operates in the range of 35-
55 bytes per second per node to maintain levels of f=10-70% . XCAST EDRA*
operates using significantly less bandwidth, in the region of 10-18 bytes per second
per node. These bandwidth requirements are further shown in Figure 5.10 versus
hop counts for both Unicast and XCAST versions of EDRA*.
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Figure 5.9: Bandwidth consumption for EDRA* Unicast vs. EDRA* XCAST for
varying degrees of f [10]



















Figure 5.10: Bandwidth vs. Hop Count measurements for XCAST enabled
EDRA* vs. Unicast EDRA* and Unicast EpiChord [10]
5.6.3 Validation of Results
As shown for both EpiChord and D1HT EDRA, significant savings can be achieved
when applying XCAST to operations which are inherently parallel. These savings
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have been demonstrated through simulations in networks of up to 9000 overlay
nodes. To add extra credence to these results, this section offers a formalisation
of the EpiChord retransmission model, and uses a Markov model to evaluate the
potential for parallelism in EpiChord. To confirm the savings obtained simulat-
ing EpiChord using the SSFNet network simulator, the results of the Markov
model are correlated with both these results and the predicted savings of the
Chuang-Sirbu scaling law. This work is further described in [9].
5.6.3.1 Estimating the XCAST gain
To quantify multicast efficiency against unicast, the message hop count can be
used as a metric. As in [85], this saving can be defined as:
δ = 1− average multicast hops
average unicast hops
(5.3)
The value of δ is in the range [0,1]. When δ equals 0, the use of XCAST has no
advantages over unicast. However, as δ increases towards 1, so does the benefit
of using multicast.
[86] reformulates equation (5.3) as:
δ = 1− gN(m)
fN(m)
(5.4)
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m represents the multicast group size, N is the number of nodes in the overlay
network, gN(m) is the average number of hops in the multicast distribution tree
and fN(m) is the average number of hops in the unicast case. fN(m) = m.E[H],
where E[H] is the average number of hops in the physical topology from one
overlay source node to a destination overlay node.
5.6.3.2 Multicast Gain without considering re-transmissions
The Chuang-Sirbu Law [67] states that the number of hops in the multicast tree is
a function of the multicast group size and a scaling factor k with a value between
0 and 1. Indeed, they approximate gN(m) by:
gN(m) = E[H] ∗mk where k = 0.8. (5.5)
However, considering the work of Chalmers and Almeroth [70] this can be amended
to consider that k is not a fixed value but in actual fact a range.
Thus, equation 5.5 can be redefined as:
gN(m) = E[H] ∗mk where k = 0.66 < k < 0.8 (5.6)
and the multicast metric can be defined as :
δ = 1− E[H] ∗m
0.66<k<0.8
E[H] ∗m = 1−m
−0.34<k<−0.2 (5.7)
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where δ returns the value of the savings that multicast offers when compared to
unicast transmissions of m lookups. For example, if m = 5, the saving obtained
by employing multicast rather than unicast is 1−(5)−0.34<k<−0.2 ≈ 27.5% −42.1%.
5.6.3.3 Retransmissions in the EpiChord simulation
As described in Section 5.6.1, when an EpiChord node is sending a request mes-
sage, two queues are employed: the pending queue and the tried queue. The
pending queue is the queue of all nodes from which a response is awaited. The
tried queue is the queue of nodes that a request has been sent to for this lookup.
For a p-way request, p nodes are sent a lookup message, and these p nodes are
put into pending and tried queues. Hence initially, both queues hold the same
entries. This queue was previously described in Figure 5.3.
The following discussion concentrates on the pending queue. The tried queue sim-
ply keeps track of nodes to which a message has been sent to, to avoid contacting
nodes repeatedly for a single request.
The setup of the pending queue may change during a request, depending on node
timeouts and negative responses received. P is the level of parallelism. As stated
above, initially a P-way request is sent to the nodes in the queue. If a node times
out, the node is tried a further two times using single UDP messages. After the
third timeout, the node is removed from the pending queue. If the queue length
equals P, two new nodes are added to the queue and a two-way XCAST request is
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sent to them. Hence the queue length is now P+1. If the queue length is already
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Figure 5.11: Timeout scenario for a 5-way XCAST EpiChord request.
[9]
If a node responds with a negative message (does not have the data), it is also
removed from the queue, and again depending on the current length of the queue,
a new two-way request is sent to new nodes. This process continues until a node
responds with the data looked for (a positive response). As above, XCAST is
used for this request. An example scenario is shown in Figure 5.12. Thus the






















added to routing table.





Figure 5.12: Failure scenario for a 5-way XCAST EpiChord request.
[9]
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Retransmissions stop, as soon as a success message from any tried node is re-
ceived. In the following section it is shown how equation (5.7) must be modified
to take retransmissions into account.
5.6.3.4 Multicast Gain when considering re-transmissions
To consider retransmissions, the cost of unicast and the cost of multicast, Cu and
Cm, respectively, can be defined with the equations (5.8) and (5.9). The cost
of multicast can be derived as the sum of the cost of sending m-way lookups,
(m-1)-way lookups, . . ., 1-way lookups because the multicast group size varies
according to the size of the pending queue.
Cu = fN(m) + fN(re− transmissions)
= E(H) ∗m+ E(H) ∗ E(X) (5.8)
where X is the number of retransmissions and E(X) is the average number of
retransmissions for a request.
Cm = gN(m) + E(m− 1) ∗ gN(m− 1) +
. . .+ E(1) ∗ gN(1)
= E(H) ∗mk + E(m− 1) ∗ E(H) ∗ (m− 1)k +
. . .+ E(1) ∗ E(H) (5.9)
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where E(m− 1) is the average number of (m-1)-way retransmissions.
In the simulation of EpiChord, only certain types of messages can be sent: a
single p-way request initially, 2-way XCAST messages after a negative response
from a tried node or the third timeout of a node, and a single UDP message after
a node times out once or twice. Thus equation (5.8) and (5.9) can be simplified
as shown in equations (5.10) and (5.11). The Chuang-Sirbu law would suggest a
value of 0.8 for k.
Cu = E(H) ∗m+ E(2) ∗ 2 ∗ E(H) + E(1) ∗ E(H) (5.10)
Cm = E(H) ∗mk + E(2) ∗ E(H) ∗ 2k + E(1) ∗ E(H) (5.11)
Here E(2) is the expected number of 2-way retransmissions per lookup, and E(1) is
the expected number of unicast retransmissions per lookup. Thus only the cost of
the initial request plus two-way retransmissions plus UDP retransmissions, until
the requesting node has obtained a positive acknowledgment, are considered.
The pending queue size changes depending on the type of response the sender
receives. The probabilities of receiving each type of response is known from our
simulations, hence the pending queue size can be calculated, and thus the average
number of 2-way and 1-way retransmissions the sender issues for each lookup. To
do so, the behaviour of the pending queue has been modelled as a Markov chain.
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5.6.3.5 Markov Model
For the model it is assumed that a node which sent out requests to other nodes in
its pending queue can receive three different types of responses: positive response,





P or P+1 nodes
send responses
Figure 5.13: Responses received by a node
The probabilities for a positive response (p+), negative response (p-), and timeout
(pt) can be calculated as show in equation (5.12). Initially the number of messages
as observed in our simulations can be used. However, other values can be inserted,
allowing for what-if analysis.
p+ =
number of positive responses
total number of responses
p− = number of negative responses
total number of responses
pt =
number of timeouts
total number of responses
(5.12)
Figure 5.14 shows the resulting Markov chain for a request with P=3. In the
diagram all transient states are shown, however, the absorbing final state repre-
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senting the reception of a positive response {0,0,0} has been omitted for clarity.
The absorbing state can be reached from any state when a positive response is
received.















Third node timeout or negative response
Figure 5.14: Markov Chain Model - State Diagram for the Pending Queue [9]
The name of each state contains three numbers {k, i, j}: k is the current length
of the queue, i is the number nodes in the queue which have timed out once,
and j is the number of nodes in the queue which have timed out twice. The
initial state of the queue is {P,0,0}, where the pending queue has a size P and 0
timeouts have occur. The retransmission process ends when the sender receives
a positive response, thus the pending queue state becomes {0,0,0} (not shown).
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When designing the model, three assumptions have been made to achieve a good
balance between accuracy and complexity of the model.
Assumption 1: An embedded discrete (homogeneous) time Markov Chain model
was used to describe the pending queue operation. This means the transition
probabilities do not change over time (homogeneous) and the model is expressed
in terms of transition probabilities rather than rates. The time the queue is in
each state is ignored. The probabilities of making transitions from each state to
all other states when a transition occurs are the only concerns.
Assumption 2: A transition occurs after one and only one response is received
by the queue. Hence transitions consider only the change of state of any one node
in the pending queue.
Assumption 3: It is equally likely for a node to timeout once, twice, or three
times. The probability of timing out or to receive a negative response is indepen-
dent of the state.
The transitions between states indicate the reception of a negative response or a
node timeout. Taking a closer look at the model, it can be seen that it is split
into two halves. The bottom half describes the states for the queue length = P
(3 in this example), whereas the top half includes the states for queue length =
P+1 (4 in this example). Moving from the start state to the right, increasing
number of first node timeouts are modeled (up to P). Moving up line by line
until the middle of the diagram, the second timeouts of nodes are modeled (up
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to P). The same is repeated in the top half of the model, however for up to P+1
nodes. The two halves are joined by transitions indicating third node timeouts
and negative responses. Negative responses and the third timeout of a node
trigger the same transition in the diagram, hence arrows indicating these are
combined for brevity. The transition probabilities of the Markov model are shown
separately in Table 5.3.
State # Timeouts Prob. Type Event Next State Prob. Transition
{k, i, j} 0 (k − i− j)/k neg. response {kˆ, i, j} (k − i− j)/k × p−
0 ≤ i+ j < k
1 ≤ i, 1 ≤ j
0 (k − i− j)/k timeout {k, i+ 1, j} (k − i− j)/k × pt
1 i/k neg. response {kˆ, i− 1, j} (i/k)× p−
1 i/k timeout {k, i− 1, j + 1} (i/k)× pt
2 j/k neg. response/timeout {kˆ, i, j − 1} (j/k)× (p− + pt)
{k, i, j} 1 i/k neg. response {kˆ, i− 1, j} (i/k)× p−
0 ≤ i+ j = k 1 i/k timeout {k, i− 1, j + 1} (i/k)× pt
1 ≤ i, 1 ≤ j 2 j/k neg. response/timeout {kˆ, i, j − 1} (j/k)× (p− + pt)
{k, i, j} 1 1 neg. response {kˆ, i− 1, j} p−
i = k 1 1 timeout {k, i− 1, j + 1} pt
{k, i, j} 2 1 neg. response/ timeout {kˆ, i, j − 1} (p− + pt)
j = k
{k, i, j} 0 (k − i)/k neg. response {kˆ, i, j} (k − i)/k × p−
0 ≤ i+ j < k
1 ≤ i, j = 0 0 (k − i)/k timeout {k, i+ 1, j} (k − i)/k × pt
1 i/k neg. response {kˆ, i− 1, j} (i/k)× p−
1 i/k timeout {k, i− 1, j + 1} (i/k)× pt
{k, i, j} 0 (k − j)/k neg. response {kˆ, i, j} (k − j)/k × p−
0 ≤ i+ j < k
i = 0, 1 ≤ j 0 (k − j)/k timeout {k, i+ 1, j} (k − j)/k × pt
2 j/k neg. response/timeout {kˆ, i, j − 1} (j/k)× (p− + pt)
{k, i, j} 0 1 neg. response {kˆ, i, j} p−
0 ≤ i+ j < k
i = 0, j = 0 0 1 timeout {k, i+ 1, j} pt
Table 5.3: Transition Probabilities with kˆ = P + 1 if k = P and P if k = P + 1
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The number of transient states n in the Markov Chain can be calculated using
equation (5.13). The first half calculates the number of states for queue length
equal to P, whereas the second half calculates the number of states when the
pending queue size equals P+1.
n = (P + 1) ∗ (P + 2) ∗ 0.5 + (P + 2) ∗ (P + 3) ∗ 0.5 (5.13)
The probabilities for timeouts and negative responses have been obtained using
the SSFNet XCAST-EpiChord simulator [11].
The Markov state diagram above is then used to calculate the expected number
of retransmissions per lookup. For this, the transition matrix needs to be derived.






Here the transition matrix for the transient states, Q, is of size (n × n). n as
calculated above is the number of transient states in the model. The absorption
matrix R is of size (n × 1), the matrix of zeros O is of size (1 × n), and finally
the Identity matrix I is of size (1× 1). So in total, T is of size (n+ 1× n+ 1).
Q can now be used to calculate the fundamental matrix N. The entry N(i,j) shows
the expected number of visits to transient state j before absorption, starting in
state i.
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N depends only on the square sub-transition matrix Q. Hence the total number
of visits is the sum of the expected number of visits on the different steps. The
expected number of visits to j on the n-th step, starting i is Q(i,j). Or written
differently: N = I +Q+Q2 +Q3 +Q4 + . . . . Here I is the Identity matrix.
Now N can be calculated using the relatively simple Equation (5.15). If both the
left and the right side are multiplied by (I −Q), this results in N ∗ (I −Q) = I.
Hence N can be calculated as (inv is the matrix inverse function):
N = inv(I −Q) (5.15)
Using N, the expected number of 2-way retransmissions can be derived. It repre-
sents the sum of N(i,j) when the queue state goes from P to P+1. The expected
number of unicast retransmissions can be calculated in a similar fashion. It is the
sum of N(i,j) when a first or second timeout occurs in queue state P and P+1.
Matlab was used to calculate the fundamental matrix and the values of the ex-
pected number of retransmissions. These can then be used in (5.10) and (5.11).
For the following experimentation k=0.8 according to the Chuang Sirbu law has
been assumed. With these two values the saving of using XCAST can be calcu-
lated using equation (5.16).
saving = 1− Cm
Cu
(5.16)
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5.6.4 Experimentation
XCAST reduces the number of messages sent per lookup and hence the number
of messages per link. This achieves a bandwidth saving on each link used by the
messages.




























pt = 0, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.01, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.02, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.04, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.05, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.06, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.07, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.08, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.1, p− = 0.05
Figure 5.15: Saving achieved using XCAST for increasing levels of node timeouts
for different degrees of parallelism (lookup-intensive). [9]
The following figures illustrate the saving that can be achieved for varying proba-
bilities of receiving a negative acknowledgment (p-) or timeout response (pt). The
values chosen were guided by the values from our EpiChord simulations. Two
sets of graphs are presented, one with p- and pt modelled on a lookup-intensive
behaviour in the overlay (nodes join the network at a rate of 2 per second and
issue on average 2 lookups per second), and the other on a churn-intensive be-
haviour (15 nodes join the overlay network per second and issue one lookup every
10 seconds). This setup follows the original EpiChord simulations by MIT.
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Figure 5.15 shows the XCAST savings which can be achieved for varying levels
of node timeouts at different degrees of parallelism. The probability of negative
responses was taken from our simulations under a lookup-intensive workload. As
can be seen the same saving of about 18% can be achieved by a 3-way lookup
with p-=0.05 and no timeouts, and a 6-way request with the same value for p-
and pt=0.07, or a 8-way request with the same p- and pt=0.08.



















pt = 0.03, p− = 0
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.01
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.02
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.03
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.04
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.05
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.06
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.07
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.08
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.09
pt = 0.03, p− = 0.1
Figure 5.16: Saving achieved using XCAST for increasing levels of negative re-
sponses for different degrees of parallelism (lookup-intensive). [9]
Figure 5.16 shows the XCAST savings which can be achieved for varying levels of
negative responses at different degrees of parallelism. The probability of timeouts
was taken from our simulations under a lookup-intensive workload.
Figure 5.17 shows the XCAST savings which can be achieved for varying levels of
node timeouts at different degrees of parallelism. Here the probability of negative
responses was taken from our simulations under a high churn workload.
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pt = 0.05, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.06, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.07, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.08, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.10, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.11, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.12, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.13, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.14, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.15, p− = 0.17
Figure 5.17: Saving achieved using XCAST for increasing levels of node timeouts
for different degrees of parallelism (churn workload) [9]
Figure 5.18 shows the XCAST savings which can be achieved for varying levels of
negative responses at different degrees of parallelism. The probability of timeouts
was taken from our simulations under a high churn workload.
The figures show that for increasing numbers of node timeouts and negative re-
sponses (and hence retransmissions) the XCAST saving decreases. However, the
saving decreases faster for increasing node timeouts than for increasing negative
responses. This is because node timeouts result in UDP messages, whereas neg-
ative responses result in 2-way XCAST messages. In fact for 2-way EpiChord,
the saving goes up slighty when considering negative responses. This is because
the initial request is also only sent 2-way.
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pt = 0.09, p− = 0.1
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.11
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.12
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.13
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.14
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.15
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.16
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.17
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.18
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.19
pt = 0.09, p− = 0.2
Figure 5.18: Saving achieved using XCAST for increasing levels of negative re-
sponses for different degrees of parallelism (churn workload) [9]
5.6.5 Comparison: analytical and simulation results
5.6.5.1 Discussion of the number of retransmissions
As stated above, the probability of having a transition due to a negative response
or timeout in the Markov chain model have been calculated using results from the
SSFNet simulations. The simulations returned the average number of negative
and timeout responses before absorption per lookup. By dividing these values by
the number of states in the Markov chain, the probability of having a negative
response or a timeout can be calculated. Indeed, starting from any state in the
pending queue, the probability that any node replies with a negative response is
equally likely to occur. Similarly, the probability that any node times out, when
the pending queue is in any state, is equally likely to occur.
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In the simulations, values of 2.54 for the expected number of negative responses
and 1.77 for the expected number of timeouts per request were obtained for P =
5 (degree of parallelism). Using equation (5.13) the number of transient states in
the Markov chain model for P=5 can be calculated as 49. Thus, the probability
of receiving a negative response starting from any state is 2.54
49
= 0.052, and the
probability of timeout starting from any state is 1.77
49
= 0.036.
The results from the Markov chain model for P=5 return values of 1.35 for the
expected number of 2-way messages and 1.18 for the expected number of unicast
retransmissions. The results obtained by simulation were 1.22 for the expected
number of 2-way messages and 1.20 for the expected number of unicast retrans-
missions. Thus the model yields results quite close to the simulation values.
Table 5.4 shows the values for P = 3, 4, and 5 for a simulated network of 1200
nodes under a lookup-intensive workload (join rate of 2 nodes per second and
two lookups per second).
P Neg Resp. Timeouts Xcast Xcast unicast unicast
per lookup per lookup (model) (simul) (model) (simul)
3 1.44 1.30 0.77 0.75 0.87 0.90
4 1.98 1.54 1.06 1.00 1.02 1.05
5 2.54 1.77 1.35 1.22 1.18 1.20
Table 5.4: Lookup-Intensive Results for Parallelism 3, 4 and 5 [9]
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Table 5.5 show the comparison of the results obtained from the Markov model
vs. simulation results for a network of 9000 nodes under high churn (join rate of
15 nodes per second and one lookup every ten seconds).
P Neg Resp. Timeouts Xcast Xcast unicast unicast
per lookup per lookup (model) (simul) (model) (simul)
3 6.10 3.16 3.19 3.05 2.20 2.22
4 7.27 3.67 3.81 3.45 2.52 2.60
5 8.49 4.23 4.49 3.92 2.88 3.03
Table 5.5: Churn-Intensive Results for Parallelism 3, 4 and 5
The slight deviation between the model results and simulation results can be
explained by the three assumptions discussed earlier in Section 5.6.3.5. The
main reason for this deviation is the use of an embedded discrete time Markov
Chain to describe the pending queue operation. This means that over time, the
transition probabilities do not change, unlike a real network. The time the queue
spends in each state is ignored.
A more accurate model could be achieved using a transition rate matrix, rather
than a transition matrix. By doing so, transitions probabilities are replaced by
transitional intensities that capture the time dependency between the reception
of responses and the network state (e.g. a timeout occurs because a node has
disappeared or because of congestion). In the current model, the probabilities are
modeled on the average length of a request, i.e. the average time until absorption.
However, taking into account transitional intensities to model probabilities will
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make the model more accurate. The three probabilities for the transitions pt,
p−, and p+ would change with an increasing numbers of timeouts or negative
responses. For instance, if many timeouts are encountered, the probability for
p− will decrease. Such a model would not only capture single requests, but also
many requests. For this a new transition indicating a new request, from the state
0, 0, 0 (absorbing state) to P, 0, 0 (initial state for a request), needs to be included.
This would change the Markov Chain to be ergodic.
5.6.5.2 Comparison of the achieved Multicast Saving
The simulation model used in this Thesis uses a network model of the American
academic network identical to that used for the original MIT EpiChord simula-
tions. Clearly, this is not a random network and simulation results show a saving
of 29% for a lookup-intensive workload and 25% for a churn-intensive workload
for m = 5. These results indicate a savings factor k of just below 0.7. This
matches the results cited by the Chuang-Sirbu model of 0.66 < k < 0.8. To
verify this we used varying values for k in the Markov model.
Figure 5.19 shows the saving for EpiChord without any retransmissions (solid
lines), with retransmissions as expected under a lookup-intensive workload (dotted-
dashed lines), and with retransmissions under a churn-intensive workload (dashed
lines), for varying values of k. The figure shows that for m = 5, pt = 0.036,
p− = 0.052 (lookup-intensive), and k = 0.7 the saving is about 27%. For m = 5
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k = 0.6, no retransmissions
k = 0.7, no retransmissions
k = 0.8, no retransmissions
k = 0.6, pt = 0.036, p− = 0.052
k = 0.7, pt = 0.036, p− = 0.052
k = 0.8, pt = 0.036, p− = 0.052
k = 0.6, pt = 0.086, p− = 0.17
k = 0.7, pt = 0.086, p− = 0.17
k = 0.8, pt = 0.086, p− = 0.17
Figure 5.19: Saving achieved using XCAST for varying factor k. [9]
and pt = 0.086 and p− = 0.17 (churn intensive), and k = 0.7 the saving is about
22%. This matches our simulation results and proves that significant savings can
be achieved overlay operations using XCAST.
5.6.6 XCAST Deployment
As previously stated, if only a subset of all routers are multicast-enabled, these
routers forward multicast packets to other multicast routers using tunnels through
unicast routers. Should this be the case, multicast savings would naturally be
reduced. At the time of writing, multicast deployment in the Internet is slow.
There are a number of reasons why this is so, e.g. Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) are reluctant to introduce measures to reduce bandwidth consumption
when they charge per kilobyte of bandwidth used. For XCAST to be accepted
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and deployed wide-scale, there not only has to be interesting usage scenarios such
as parallelising P2P overlays, but deployment also has to be in the best interests
of consumers, ISPs and network administrators. Thus, there is no guarantee that
XCAST will ever be fully deployed in the Internet.
5.7 Summary
This Chapter has presented multi-destination multicast and has formulated a de-
sign criteria for its use in P2P networks. The designs of two 1-hop P2P algorithms
were altered to utilise multi-destination multicast and these were successfully sim-
ulated in a network simulator. Bandwidth savings of > 30% were shown to be




In the previous chapter, multi-destination multicast was implemented using two
1-hop P2P overlays. This chapter compares the two techniques employed by
these algorithms for maintaining a node’s routing table: active stabilisation and
opportunistic maintenance.
6.1 Introduction
Although multi-destination multicast is a viable and worthwhile solution to ineffi-
ciency in P2P networks, wide scale deployment may never actually occur. There-
fore, other methods to address efficiency in P2P overlays are required. Many
multi-hop peer-to-peer structured overlays have been proposed for peer-to-peer
applications which are characterised by O(log N) hop count [78]. Because each
143
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overlay hop is routed in the underlay in potentially many native hops, multi-
hop overlays have a poor latency characteristic for connecting large numbers of
peers. Consequently several systems have been developed to trade-off latency
for larger routing tables. However these designs lead to increased network traffic
for managing the larger routing tables. Thus efficient overlay maintenance in
O(1)-hop (hereafter, one-hop) overlays is an important research question. Two
techniques have emerged [87] for maintaining routing tables in one-hop overlays:
active stabilisation where peers use fixed rates of communication to maintain a
target routing table accuracy, and opportunistic maintenance where routing table
updates depend on lookup load and available bandwidth.
An example active stabilisation algorithm is EDRA (Event Detection and Re-
porting Algorithm) used in the D1HT one-hop overlay [7] and described earlier
in 4.2.8.2. EDRA has been proposed to give reasonable message rate for high
levels of routing table accuracy. For example, D1HT has up to an order of mag-
nitude lower maintenance bandwidth usage compared to OneHop [88], another
active stabilisation one-hop overlay. Examples of opportunistic overlay mainte-
nance include EpiChord [6] and Accordion [89].
This chapter evaluates active stabilisation and opportunistic maintenance to com-
pare the cost-performance tradeoffs between these techniques and shows that ac-
tive stabilisation can achieve lower hop-count compared to opportunistic meth-
ods, whereas opportunistic maintenance is more bandwidth efficient for lower
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levels of routing table accuracy. This behaviour indicates that an adaptive com-
bination of the two techniques can provide a broader operating range than each
individual technique provides, and offers a basis for a variable-hop design called
Chameleon which is described later.
6.2 Active stabilisation : D1HT EDRA
D1HT EDRA, described in detail in section 4.2.8.2 is a one-hop P2P overlay which
claims to offer 99% routing table accuracy to member peers. In Section 5.6.2,
we showed through our simulated implementation of EDRA that using multi-
destination multicast for parallel maintenance operations can achieve significant
bandwidth savings. However, whilst implementing the EDRA algorithm defined
in [7], we found several significant flaws in the design. Before evaluating EDRA’s
true performance, we addressed each of the original design flaws and provided
improvements. These are described next:
6.2.1 EDRA Design Flaws
An error in a peer routing table leads in general to propagation of errors in other
peers routing tables. We identify five cases in which EDRA as currently specified
can lead to errors:
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1. Propagation delay for routing tables to be updated when a node joins or
leaves the overlay. We call this the join interval.
2. Different path lengths in EDRA event propagation trees, which can lead to
peer routing tables being out of sync
3. Handling of unacknowledged events
4. Handling of duplicate events
5. Masking of concurrent events
These cases are described next.
6.2.1.1 Explicit Join Interval
Using the notation described in Section 4.2.8.3, the time to propagate an event
around an EDRA ring of size n nodes is θ.ρ where ρ = dlog2ne. For n = 1M
nodes, ρ = 20, so the time to propagate a join event is up to 20 event intervals.
After locating its successor node psucc, the joining node p obtains a list of other
peers from psucc and obtains the routing table from the closest such peer pRT
as measured in round-trip time. This routing table will be missing node join
and leave events that occurred in the last θ.ρ interval and that have not yet
reached pRT . If the average session length of a peer is Savg, then the event rate is
r = 2.n/Savg. At any time, on average there will be (θ.ρ.n/Savg) join events and
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(θ.ρ.n/Savg) leave events that have not yet propagated to pRT . Further, because
it takes θ.ρ time for other nodes to update their routing table to include the new
node p, p’s predecessor nodes will not send it event messages until the θ.ρ interval
is complete (these nodes are within one message hop of pRT ). Thus p’s initial
routing table will be missing events from a time window θ.ρ before joining, and
up to θ.ρ after p has joined.
6.2.1.2 Different Event Propagation Path Lengths
For a single event detected by peer p, EDRA propagation in stretch (p, x) leads
to delay differences up to log2(x) − 1 hops or time (log2(x) − 1) which can lead
to peer routing tables being out of sync. For example in Figure 6.1, “A” marks
two nodes in the stretch (p, 16) where adjacent nodes have a delay difference of
three intervals, and “B” marks two nodes in the stretch(p, 32) where adjacent
nodes have delay difference of four invervals. This means that of the adjacent
nodes mentioned in, e.g. ”A”, one will receive a propagated update message in θ
interval one, and its neighbour at interval 4. For the three intermediate intervals,
their routing tables are out of sync. Thus, for a single event, routing tables at
adjacent nodes in an overlay of size n can be inconsistent for an interval of up
to (log2(n)− 1). During this interval, other events propagated by these adjacent
nodes can be incorrectly propagated, leading to downstream routing table errors
which can lead to duplicate events arriving at a peer.
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Figure 6.1: Propagation delay for a single event for different paths. Adjacent
nodes at A receive messages at intervals 4 and 1 while adjacent nodes B are
intervals 5 and 1. [12]
6.2.1.3 Forwarding of un-acknowledged events
During each θ interval, each peer receives up to log(n) messages containing events.
According to EDRA rule 2, each event received with TTL=t is acknowledged with
a TTL=t response. However D1HT does not prescribe the peer behaviour if an
event is not acknowledged. One purpose of the acknowledgement is to trigger the
retransmission of an event message if the message is lost due to a link error or
network congestion. However, it is also possible the destination peer pD has left
the overlay and the event has not yet propagated to the reporting peer pR. Here
the successors of peer pD will also not receive this event.
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6.2.1.4 Handling duplicate events
As described in 6.2.1.2, routing table errors manifest themselves in EDRA in
duplicate event messages being received at a peer. EDRA does not define any
mechanism for handling duplicate events. Duplicate events are an indicator that
a successor or predecessor node has not received an event and consequently will
not have the correct successor path.
6.2.1.5 Masking of concurrent adjacent events
If two adjacent peers leave the overlay simultaneously, the successor peer leaves
the overlay before it can distribute the leave event of its predecessor. Likewise,
simultaneous joins mask the predecessors join.
6.2.2 EDRA Stability
We implemented the EDRA algorithm according to the specification described
in [7]. To evaluate the performance of EDRA, we measured the accuracy of
each nodes routing table in a simulated steady state network of 1,200 nodes. By
accuracy, we mean the percentage of nodes in the overlay that are present in a
node’s routing table. This does not consider the percentage of stale entries in
the routing table. Monnerat et al analytically show that the EDRA maintenance
algorithm can maintain routing table accuracies of 99% when the acceptable
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maximum fraction of routing failures f = 1%. EDRA can be tuned dynamically
to calculate the rate of event propagation θ to satisfy the given value for f .
Figure 6.2 shows EDRA accuracy over time compared to EDRA* (modified
EDRA) where f = 1%. EDRA fails to achieve the levels of accuracy to satisfy
f = 1% and accuracy degrades over time to under 70%. With this performance,
EDRA is not able to support a one-hop overlay because it has no mechanism to
recover from routing table degradation. The causes of this routing table degrada-
tion were described earlier in Section 6.2.1. Further, EDRA defines no recovery
mechanism to correct routing table errors even if a peer determines that its rout-
ing table accuracy is below a given threshold.
The modifications to EDRA, called EDRA* here, to correct these problems cause
the routing table accuracy to reach values close to f = 1%, as shown in Figure 6.2.
The corrections to EDRA cause it to be virtually stable, though slight degradation
of the accuracy is still present. This means that some join and leave events are
still being missed. When routing table accuracy is high, it is likely that single
routing table errors occur. Some potential solutions to this problem are described
in Section 6.2.3.1. The modifications to EDRA cause a modest increase in the
maintenance traffic. We do not discuss the bandwidth requirements of EDRA
because it is incidental due to its instability. Next the improvements made to the
EDRA algorithm are described.



































Figure 6.2: EDRA accuracy over time compared to EDRA*, where f = 1% [12]
6.2.3 Corrections to EDRA
The following corrections were made to the EDRA algorithm.
Explicit join interval: To fix the routing table errors due to the update prop-
agation delay when a node joins the overlay, we define a join interval θ.ρ in
which pRT forwards events it receives after sending its routing table to ρ.
If pRT leaves the ring before the join interval is complete, then ρ selects a
new pRT to use as its join proxy.
Forwarding of unacknowledged events: When propagating an event, a re-
porting peer pR may not get an acknowledgment from the destination peer
pD, which it selected from its propagation path. This may be because pR
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may not have yet received a leave event for peer pD. In this case, peer pD’s
successors will also not receive this event message. To ensure the event
is properly propagated, peer pR can proxy for peer pD by forwarding the
event with TTL=t-1 to those peers that would receive the event directly
from pD if it were still in the ring. It can continue to proxy events during
an interval: the maximum time for a leave event for pD to propagate to it.
At the same time it should update its routing table by removing the entry
for pD.
Handling of duplicate events: The peer receiving the duplicate message can
send the event with the same TTL to its predecessor as a recovery mecha-
nism. The event should be labeled as “recovery from duplicate message”.
A peer seeing the event for the first time can process it for forwarding as
usual, but not to its successor who sent the message. Otherwise the peer
can ignore the event. Forwarding to immediate successor and predecessor
peers corrects single routing table errors. It is probable that single routing
table errors occur when routing table accuracy is high. A peer can dynami-
cally evaluate its routing table accuracy according to the number of lookup
timeouts it receives. If routing table accuracy indicates many routing table
errors, then forwarding to immediate successor and predecessor is only a
partial solution. Instead of forwarding to a larger neighborhood of peers, we
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use lookup traffic to exchange routing table updates between peers. This
is described later.
Concurrent adjacent events: The probability of concurrent events (join-join,
join-leave, leave-join) at adjacent nodes is low. To prevent concurrent events
from being missed, when a new node p joins the overlay, it contacts not only
its successor node psucc, who is responsible for reporting the new join events,
but also its predecessor ppred. Subsequently, when the predecessor of p is
notified of p’s existence by its own predecessors, it is required to notify p.
Thus, we can require that if p is not notified about its own join event in
period θ.ρ it should initiate the reporting of its own join by itself.
6.2.3.1 Additional Improvements to EDRA
To improve the stability of the EDRA* algorithm, the following improvements
were implemented.
Maintenance concatenated in lookups: The EDRA algorithm further aug-
mented by carrying routing table updates in lookup requests and responses.
That is, any events received in the last θ interval are included in DHT re-
quests and responses. Additionally, we prescribe that when a node receives
any message from any other node (maintenance, lookup and join) it tries
to add that node to its routing table.
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Routing table recovery using lookups: The extensions to EDRA* described
above are preventive. While significantly reducing the routing table error
rate compared to EDRA, any missed event not prevented by these exten-
sions will propagate as more routing table errors over time. Thus, like
EpiChord, background lookup traffic is added to recover from routing table
errors. But, unlike EpiChord, this lookup traffic is randomly distributed in
the overlay.
Because all events are propagated to all nodes, it is a reasonable assumption that
if one node misses an event, a significant number of other nodes will also miss
it. Consequently, if a node leave event is missed this could result in this node
remaining in a large number of other nodes routing table indefinitely. Currently,
EDRA has only one method to remove stale entries from its routing table. If a
lookup to a particular node fails, it will remove that node from its routing table.
To reduce the number of stale entries in a routing table, this Thesis proposes,
but does not implement, the following solution.
Stale Entry Detection: To improve accuracy of a routing table, nodes can
calculate the average time fellow nodes are alive in the network. This can
be achieved by recording the time that each node is added and removed
to/from its routing table and calculating the average lifespan. Using this
knowledge, a node can estimate when a node in their routing table is likely
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to die. When this period of time expires, a heartbeat message can be sent
to that node. If it responds, its timer can be reset. To avoid nodes being
bombarded with heartbeat messages when they have been in a network
for the average node lifespan, only nodes in the immediate vicinity of the
suspected dead node should send a heartbeat. This can be parameterised.
If a response to a heartbeat is not received, an EDRA leave event should
be initiated for that node. Subsequently, all other nodes can then remove
it from their routing table.
6.2.4 Opportunistic Maintenance: EpiChord
The EpiChord maintenance algorithm is described in detail in Section 4.2.8.1.
One of the opportunistic aspects of the EpiChord maintenance algorithm is
adding new entries to a peer’s routing table when a request comes from an un-
known peer, and removing entries which are considered dead. In addition to this,
if the churn rate is sufficiently high compared to the rate at which lookups add
new entries to the routing table, peers can send probe messages to segments of
the address space called slices. Slices are organised in exponentially increasing
size as the address range moves away from the current peer’s position. This leads
to a concentration of routing table entries around the peer, which improves con-
vergence of routing. Finally, nodes which receive a lookup request respond either
with a positive response or with entries from their routing table that are closer
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to the ID. These responses are used not only to locate the lookup entry but to
update the requesting node’s routing table.
6.2.5 Comparison of EDRA* and EpiChord
We implemented the D1HT EDRA maintenance algorithm in the same simula-
tion environment as EpiChord for comparison using an equivalent topology and
workloads.
6.2.5.1 Simulation Environment
Simulations were carried out on a 10,450 node underlay network using the SSFNet
network simulation tool. The topology of the underlay is identical to previously
reported studies of EpiChord [90]. The overlay network size was 1,200 nodes.
Node lifespans were distributed using a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution with α =
1, β = 1800 and lookups were issued on average every 10 minutes per node. This
distribution yields a mean node lifespan of 1 hour - consistent with past studies
[4]. We ran each experiment for 2 hours of simulation time; statistics collection
began at 30 minutes after the network reached a stable state. EDRA* was tested
for f=10, 30, 50 and 70. We compared these to EpiChord using 3-way and 5-
way parallelism. We implemented the EDRA* improvements to EDRA which
address the EDRA routing table update inaccuracies and also acknowledgment
behaviour.
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6.2.5.2 Simulation Results
The performance of EDRA* was measured in terms of routing table accuracy,
average hop count and bandwidth consumption per second per node. We also
discuss these in relation to the success rate of lookup messages. High routing table
accuracy infers that a high number lookups will be resolved in a low number of
hops. A low hop count is indicative of lower latency (one less RTT per hop) and
fewer lookup messages to resolve a request.
1. Routing Table Accuracy: As shown in Figure 6.3, EDRA* with f = 10
and f = 30 operates very close to the expected routing table accuracy of
90% and 70% respectively. When f was increased to 50 and 70, EDRA*
operated with routing table accuracy of > 50% for both. EpiChord with 3
and 5-way parallelism has significantly lower levels of routing table accuracy.
3-way EpiChord maintains around 10% accuracy, with 5-way EpiChord
operating 2-3% above this rate.

























Figure 6.3: Routing table accuracy of EDRA* over varying degrees of f and
EpiChord over varying degrees of parallelism [12]
2. Lookup Hop Count: In Figure 6.4, the EDRA* hop count is lowest
at 1.2 - 1.3 when f = 10. When f is raised to 70, EDRA* hop count
increases to around 1.9. EpiChord 3-way achieves a hop count of 2.2 for
5-way parallelism and 2.4 for 3-way parallelism.
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Figure 6.4: Average lookup hop count for EDRA* over varying degrees of f and
EpiChord over varying degrees of parallelism. [12]
3. Bandwidth Requirements: When calculating bandwidth requirements
for both EDRA* and EpiChord, we consider only messages which directly
result in routing table updates. For EDRA* this is lookup and propagation
messages, replies, proxy messages for new nodes in the join interval, and
any probe message which carries a routing table entry. For EpiChord these
are application lookups, slice probing maintenance lookups, replies, and
probe messages which carry routing table entries.
The marginal decline in accuracy over time in Figure 6.3 and increase in hop
count in Figure 6.4 is caused by routing table errors propagating the network -
this can be addressed by the solution proposed in 6.2.3.1.
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Both EDRA* and EpiChord messages have 20 byte headers plus 16 bytes per
node ID and 4 bytes per IP address. EpiChord messages include 4 bytes for
port numbers, 4 bytes for control and 4 bytes for timestamps, which are not
required in EDRA*. The EpiChord measurements are consistent with those
used in [3]. Figure 6.5 compares the bandwidth requirements of EDRA* and
EpiChord. EDRA* requires 30 to 50 bytes/sec for target f = 10− 70. EpiChord
requires somewhat less bandwidth to maintain its routing accuracy, needing only
18 bytes/sec for 3-way and 20 bytes/sec for 5-way.





















Figure 6.5: Bandwidth consumption of EDRA* over varying degrees of f and
EpiChord over varying degrees of parallelism. [12]
6.2.5.3 Discussion
EDRA and EDRA* are active stabilisation algorithms that report every event in
the system in a timely manner. To do this, nodes frequently send maintenance
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messages to other nodes. EpiChord is an opportunistic maintenance algorithm
and has a lower routing table accuracy. It uses lookup parallelism to compensate
for its lower routing table accuracy. So, in general, compared to EpiChord, EDRA
and EDRA* use more bandwidth for maintenance with less bandwidth needed
for application lookups. In our simulations for EDRA*, when f=10 (routing
table accuracy of 90%) nodes are required to send around 50 bytes per second of
maintenance traffic. Conversely, 3-way EpiChord requires 18 bytes per second to
maintain 10% routing table accuracy.
An important DHT performance metric is the average hop count of lookups, that
is, the number of overlay nodes a query must visit before it is resolved. To justify
the higher bandwidth requirements of EDRA*, it must produce low lookup hop
counts. Again for f=10, EDRA* performs between 1.2 - 1.3 hops per lookup up
to about 1.9 for f=70. EpiChord 3-way and 5-way require on average 2.2 and
2.4 hops per lookup. EpiChord uses parallel lookups to compensate for the low
routing table accuracy and enables EpiChord to achieve these hop counts. When
the degree of parallelism is increased there exists a greater chance of reaching the
desired node in a single hop, and more replies will be received which recommend
the next hop. EpiChord concentrates on convergence of routing, thus these replies
are more likely to contain the desired destination node. Interestingly, the average
hop count of 5-way EpiChord is somewhat close to EDRA* where f=70, yet its
bandwidth requirements are 15 bytes per second per node less, suggesting it may
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be preferable to EDRA* for high f , but it cannot achieve the performance of
EDRA* for low f . Further, the maintenance traffic for EDRA* is fairly stable over
a large range of routing table accuracies. From our simulations, we extrapolate
that EDRA* cannot effectively operate at the low levels of bandwidth witnessed
in EpiChord. Equally, it is clear that EpiChord cannot operate effectively at the
high levels of routing table accuracy achieved by EDRA*. This suggests that
these algorithms offer complementary performance versus cost tradeoffs. Figure
6.6 shows this complementary behaviour more clearly, comparing bandwidth vs.























Figure 6.6: Bandwidth vs. Hopcount for EDRA* (f = 10 − 70) and EpiChord
(3-5 way)
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6.3 Summary
Structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlays typically offer either multi-hop or one-
hop performance. In this Chapter, it was shown that two overlays offered comple-
mentary performance depending on the needs of the system. For systems which
require low hop counts, the EDRA* algorithm offer better performance. For
systems which require low bandwidth, the EpiChord algorithm is more suitble.
Chapter 7
Chameleon: A Variable Hop
Overlay
7.1 Introduction
To determine wether the benefits of both EDRA* and EpiChord algorithms can
be captured in a single Overlay, a new system design was created. In this Chap-
ter we present Chameleon, which combines maintenance techniques from both
EDRA* and EpiChord into a novel two-tier approach that allows nodes to adapt
to variations in their available bandwidth. Chameleon uses opportunistic routing
table updates for lower bandwidth nodes and an active stabilisation approach for
high bandwidth nodes, offering a performance from O(log n)-hop up to O(1)-hops.
In doing so its nodes can operate successfully in large scale (mobile) networks
where peers need to adapt to changes in the available bandwidth.
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7.2 Motivation
Currently, networked devices exist with a multitude of capabilities. For exam-
ple, high-powered desktop machines have extensive processing power and plen-
tiful bandwidth. In contrast to this, mobile networked devices often have strict
bandwidth limits and limited processing power. These limitations are typically
caused by expensive bandwidth costs and poor battery performance. With P2P
applications becoming increasingly popular for networked devices, e.g. Instant
Messaging and content sharing systems, adaptable P2P systems are required to
meet the diverse needs of hosting devices. The ability of an overlay to sup-
port peers that dynamically adapt traffic levels to available bandwidth is called
a variable-hop overlay. Accordion, an existing example of a variable-hop over-
lay [89], uses opportunistic updating when bandwidth is plentiful and reverts to
multi-hop overlay performance otherwise. By providing adaptive performance to
nodes, peers with different bandwidth capacities can co-exist in the same overlay
network.
Since a variable-hop overlay is adaptive, peers of different bandwidth capacities
can exist in the same overlay. A peer might have high bandwidth capacity in
one interval and low bandwidth in another. An example of this is when mobile
nodes have 3G and 802.11x connectivity, and switching occurs due to availability
of a given connection. This behaviour makes variable hop overlays well suited
to heterogeneous networks where a large range of devices with varying network
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capacities participate. For example, mobile nodes which rely on GPRS connec-
tions are severely restricted by available bandwidth. For this reason, being able
to participate in the overlay system with minimal bandwidth requirements is
desirable.
7.2.1 Accordion
The concept of variable hop overlay is introduced in [89]. Accordion is a vari-
able hop overlay in which a peer limits its routing table update message level
based on its available bandwidth. During periods where nodes have low band-
width capabilities, routing performance may reach that of multi-hop overlays; for
higher bandwidth, routing performance reaches one-hop. Accordion uses recur-
sive parallel lookups so as to maintain fresh routing table entries for a node in
its neighbourhood of the overlay, reducing the probability of timeout. The peer
requesting the lookup selects destinations based both on the key and also gaps
in its routing table. Responses to forwarded lookups contain entries which fill
these routing table gaps. Note that recursive parallel lookups create more load
on the target peer compared to iterative parallel lookups, since the target node
receives p messages, where p is the number of parallel unicast messages sent per
each request. Excess bandwidth is used for parallel exploratory lookups to obtain
routing table entries for the largest scaled gaps in the peer’s routing table. The
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degree of parallelism is dynamically adjusted based on level of lookup traffic and
bandwidth budget, up to a maximum configuration such as 6-way.
Compared to the Accordion variable hop overlay, the Chameleon approach pre-
sented here targets a wider performance range to achieve lower hop-count for
peers with high-bandwidth capacity.
7.3 Chameleon
7.3.1 Overview
In Chameleon, nodes assess their available bandwidth to determine whether they
are high or low bandwidth peers. Chameleon is classified as a two-tier system
because nodes operate using different maintenance algorithms depending on their
available bandwidth. High bandwidth peers operate using the EDRA* algorithm
to maintain routing table accuracy of up to 99%. By 99% routing accuracy, a
peer is aware of 99% of the other peers in the system. Low bandwidth peers
operate using the EpiChord routing algorithm, offering poorer performance at a
reduced cost. Nodes are able to change classification should their circumstances
change, e.g. a mobile device finds an 802.11x hotspot. Additionally, nodes may
increase/decrease their performance by adjusting system parameters. High and
low bandwidth peers co-exist in a single overlay as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Chameleon system featuring high and low bandwidth peers
7.3.2 Design
7.3.2.1 Selection of Maintenance Algorithm
There are two methods to determine the algorithm to be used by a node. One
primitive method involves the device user instructing the device to perform in
either high or low bandwidth mode. However, a method which does not rely on
external knowledge or user input is desirable. Subsequently, a node can test its
available bandwidth by retrieving content from another node in the system and
testing its download speed (bytes/sec). The node would then select the relevant
maintenance algorithm depending on their bandwidth. This Thesis does not
define what constitutes high or low bandwidth as this can vary depending on the
type of devices using the system and the applications used.
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7.3.2.2 High Bandwidth Nodes
As previously stated, high bandwidth nodes (herein H peers) operate using the
EDRA* active stabilisation maintenance algorithm. These H peers maintain
their routing algorithms independently of low bandwidth peers (herein L peers)







accuracy of routing table.
Low bandwidth ring.
Routing tables in
Nodes can have as
little as 10% accuracy.
Bridging
Figure 7.2: Chameleon’s 2-tier maintenance system with H and L peers operating
independently [13]
For H peers to maintain 99% accuracy of their routing tables, they must be aware
of all other H and L peers in the system. When an H peer joins the system, it
contacts its nearest existing H peer and initiates a cache transfer to obtain a copy
of its routing table. The existing H peer then reports this join event amongst all
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other H peers. This behaviour ensures all H peer joins are reported in Chameleon.
Likewise, should an H peer leave the system, its successor H peer detects this leave
event (using standard EDRA rules) and report it to all other H peers. Thus, with
very few changes to the system, H peers are still able to report other H peer join
and leave events.
As already stated, H peers must have a method of detecting new events relating to
L peer joins and leaves in the system. To enable this functionality in Chameleon,
the notion of a bridging node is introduced. Each L peer in the Chameleon system
must have one bridging node. When an H peer receives a request from an L peer
to be its bridging node, it firstly responds to accept this request then reports this
join event to all other H peers in the high bandwidth ring. As a bridging node,
the H peer is required to contact the L peer at regular intervals (such as every
10 seconds) to ensure it is still alive. If an H peer is observing high churn in the
system, it may reduce the length of the interval accordingly. To check that an L
peer is alive, it sends a CHECK ALIVE message. If the L peer does not respond,
it is assumed dead and its death is reported amongst the other H peers in the
system. This again ensures that all L peer joins and leaves are reported to the
high bandwidth nodes, guaranteeing 99% accuracy of the routing table.
Should an H peer not wish to become a bridging node for an L peer it may send
a rejection. The L peer would then look at its own routing table, find another
suitable candidate H peer and send it a request. One possible extension to the
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Chameleon system would be to encourage H peers to be bridging nodes for L
peers. For example, H peers may be offered incentives [91],[92],[93], e.g. priority
downloads of popular data in exchange to be bridging nodes.
In the event that an H peer dies, it may orphan a number of L peers that it
bridges for. The Chameleon system ensures that this death is detected, as the L
peers will stop receiving CHECK ALIVE messages from their now dead bridging
node. These L peers can then remove the dead node from their own routing
tables and search for a new bridging node.
Finally, H peers have the ability to slightly alter their performance and band-
width usage. H peers in Chameleon, just as in EpiChord, can send p-way lookup
messages. Should an H peer wish to reduce its bandwidth consumption it can
reduce the degree of parallelism used for lookup messages.
7.3.2.3 Variable Bandwidth
The Chameleon system is a variable-hop overlay. Therefore, at any time nodes
may change their bandwidth classification. That is, nodes may change from an H
peer to an L peer and vice versa. There are many reasons for nodes altering their
bandwidth classification, but primarily a change in environmental circumstances
will be the cause, (e.g. a mobile node with WiFi detecting a hot-spot offering
increased bandwidth). Conversely, a mobile node may leave a hot-spot and revert
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to using GPRS or 3G. In both of those circumstances, a node may wish to change
its bandwidth classification and alter its performance in the Chameleon system.
To perform an upgrade, L to H, the following process should be followed. Firstly,
the L peer sends an UPGRADE message to its bridging node, which responds
by transferring its full accurate routing table to the upgrading L peer. The L
peer then changes its bandwidth classification to H and asks its bridging node
to propagate this UPGRADE amongst its fellow H peers. In doing so, every H
peer learns about the L peer’s upgrade and will add it to their propagation paths.
This new H peer will now learn about all new events in the Chameleon system
as it is now part of the highly accurate high-bandwidth tier.
The downgrading process is very simple. Firstly, the downgrading H peer initi-
ate’s a DOWNGRADE message to its fellow H peers and waits for the period of
time θ ∗ p, which is defined by the EDRA* algorithm as the time taken for an
event to propagate the H tier. Upon expiry of this time period, the H peer simply
changes its bandwidth classification from H to L and ceases to use the EDRA*
algorithm for routing table maintenance. Thereafter, this L peer operates as a
standard L peer, using EpiChord techniques to update its routing table.
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7.4 Simulations
7.4.1 Setup
Chameleon was simulated using the SSFNet simulation environment. In order to
compare our results with those for EDRA* and EpiChord, identical simulation
parameters to those described in Section 6.2.5.1 were used. That is, node lifespans
were distributed using a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution to achieve a median
node lifespan of 1800 seconds. Lookups were issued at a rate of one lookup every
10 minutes per node. Our simulated network consisted of 10,450 physical nodes
running 1200 Chameleon nodes. Unless stated otherwise, data was collected after
2100 seconds of simulation time, which was the period of time taken to grow the
Chameleon system to a steady size of about 1200 nodes. Data was then collected
for the next 2000 seconds.
For these experiments, graceful node deaths were not simulated. When a node
dies, it does not inform any other node in the system and thus the algorithm must
detect these deaths. Although the Chameleon network was grown to a steady size,
the rate of churn in our network is still high with around 1 node joining/leaving
the system every 2 seconds. The SSFNet simulator does not simulate link traffic
and thus messages are not lost due to network congestion. However, message loss
is still an important factor due to nodes exclusively dying ungracefully. In real
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implementations of P2P systems an ungraceful exit is a worst case scenario for
node deaths and thus maximum stress is imposed on Chameleon.
7.4.2 Results
To determine the effect of varying the proportions of H and L peers, Chameleon
was simulated using 10%, 50% and 90% H peers. This allows us to test the system
in extreme cases such that H peers far outweigh L peers and vice versa. Figure 7.4
shows the average bandwidth consumption of H and L peers for different ratios
of H and L peers (10:90, 50:50, 90:10) in the system. The cases with 10% and
90% H peers are considered extreme cases to explore boundary behaviour. As
can be seen, regardless of the number of L peers in the system, L peer bandwidth
consumption remains fairly constant at around 15-16 bytes per second. However,
as the number of H peers decreases, H peer bandwidth use increases. For 50%
H peers, bandwidth consumption is around 70 bytes per second and for 10% H
peers this rises to around 180 bytes per second. When Chameleon contains 90%
H peers, the system performs better than with 50% H peers, with around 50
bytes per second consumed. The reasons for this are explained below in Section
7.4.3. The slight increase in bandwidth consumption is caused by propagation of
routing table errors. This is addressed in Section 6.2.3.1.
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Figure 7.3: Average Bandwidth Consumption for H and L peers with variable
H:L ratio
Figure 7.4 shows the average hop count and bandwidth consumption for dif-
ferent ratios of H and L peers. High bandwidth peers obtain almost one-hop
performance regardless of the ratio of H:L peers. As discussed above, the lowest
bandwidth requirement exists if there is a high proportion of H peers in the sys-
tem (90%), and the largest amount of bandwidth is used for a low proportion of
H peers in the system (10%). Low bandwidth peers perform better when there
are a large number of H peers in the system. For 10% H peers, performance is
around 1.5 hops, improving to 1.25 hops for 10% L peers.
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Bandwidth vs Hopcount
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Figure 7.4: Hop count for H and L peers for different ratios of H and L peers.
7.4.3 Discussion
As shown in Figure 7.3, decreasing the number of H peers below 50% increases the
bandwidth requirements for these nodes. This increase is caused by an enlarged
number of L peers that H peers must bridge for. Considering a system with
100 nodes, if 10% of these are high bandwidth, each H peer needs to bridge, on
average, 9 L peers. As the balance of H:L peers realigns, this figure naturally
falls and so does the bandwidth requirement of those nodes. This behaviour is
expected. Although the bandwidth requirements are high when minimal numbers
of H peers exist, performance is still very good at nearly 1 hop. As these nodes
have more bandwidth available than L peers, this increase is reasonable and
acceptable.
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It can also be observed that H peer bandwidth consumption for Chameleon is
higher for 50% H than for 90% H peers. This confirms the above theory that
increasing the number of H peers reduces the average node bandwidth per second
for H peers. As the proportion of H peers increases, so does the number of H peers
whose events need to be reported using EDRA*. This increase is compensated
however by the reduced bridging requirement on each node, thus significantly
reducing peer bandwidth consumption.
It is also clear, however, that certain ratio’s of H:L peers will be unsustainable
by Chameleon. For example, a system with 1% H peers will not offer a balanced
performance. However, we do not envisage that this scenario is likely to occur. A
large proportion of networked devices in the Internet are desktop machines, which
typically have good resources. If we can then assume in a real deployment that
the ratios of H:L peers mirror the ratio of desktop:mobile devices, Chameleon
offers excellent performance. Also, as mentioned in Section 7.3.2.2, one extension
to Chameleon could be an incentive scheme to encourage more nodes to operate
as H peers.
Another interesting observation from Figure 7.3 is that L peers maintain good
performance with minimal bandwidth requirements (around 15 bytes per second)
regardless of the number of L peers in the system. Referring back to Figure 6.6,
EpiChord peers using 5-way parallel lookups are only capable of 2.2 hops per
lookup. However, as shown in Figure 7.4, Chameleon L peers using the same
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algorithm are capable of average lookup hop counts of 1.4 hops whilst using less
bandwidth than standalone EpiChord. This phenomenon is caused by a synergy
between the H and L peers. Because H peers exist in the Chameleon system with
99% accurate routing tables, it is natural that L peers learn from H peers.
An example of this synergy is as follows. An L peer sends a lookup for some
value in the system and the request arrives at an H peer. The H peer has 99%
accuracy of its routing table and responds with accurate next hop information.
The L peer then uses this information to update its routing table and complete
the lookup. As time progresses, this L peer is accumulating accurate Chameleon
membership information from H peers, thus improving its own routing table
accuracy. Naturally, the higher the ratio of H peers in the Chameleon system
the more likely L peers will learn from H peers. This is demonstrated by low-
bandwidth peer average hop counts decreasing as the number of H peers increases.
To highlight the significance of the bandwidth savings achieved using the Chameleon
algorithm, it is prudent to apply the monetary costs of operating Chameleon on
a mobile device. Looking at the major UK mobile phone operators, a charge of
£1 per MB is standard for Pay As You Go customers. Node lifespan per day
is assumed at 1 hour, consistent with past studies [5]. Assuming this tariff and
lifespan, Chameleon L peers using 15 bytes/sec would pay 5.1p per day. However,
if a node were performing using similar bandwidth consumption to Chameleon
H peers, e.g. up to 180 bytes per second, they would be charged 0.61p for the 1
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hour spell. It is understandable why a Chameleon H peer would only operate at
H status if they were using a 802.11g hotspot or had access to some other cheap,
high speed network. Thus, the motivation to downgrade to L peer status when
using GPRS or 3G is clear.
As a 2-tier algorithm, Chameleon exhibits good performance both in terms of
bandwidth usage and hop counts. It could therefore be argued that an algorithm
with additional tiers would provide even better performance. However, it should
be noted that for each additional tier added to a P2P algorithm, the overhead
associated with managing the network is increased. For example, transitions
between tiers all carry a message overhead, as does maintaining links between
nodes in each tier. Consequently, we suggest that part of the success of the
Chameleon algorithm is its simplicity and low levels of required infrastructure
maintenance.
7.4.4 Comparison with EDRA*, EpiChord and Accordion
This Section discusses the performance of Chameleon compared with the perfor-
mance of the two individual algorithms, EpiChord and EDRA*, and also with
the variable hop algorithm Accordion. To compare these systems, EpiChord
and EDRA* were simulated using identical simulation settings and environment
described in Section 7.4. Figure 7.5 shows the bandwidth and hop count perfor-
mance for the Chameleon system with varying ratios of H:L peers, the EDRA*
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system for varying degrees of f (maximum fraction of allowed stale entries) and
the EpiChord system for varying degrees of parallelsim. The hop count achieved
by Chamelon H peers is exceptionally low, at virtually 1 hop and bandwidth
ranges from a competitive 45 bytes/sec per node when the ratio of H:L peers is
high to 170 bytes/sec when the ratio of H:L peers is low.
The nearest comparison of Chameleon H peers is with EDRA*, and it is evident
that although EDRA* consumes < 60 bytes per second when sampling rates of f
> 10%, it does not achieve hop counts as low as Chameleon H peers. Therefore,
it can be said that the performance of the Chameleon system is superior to what
can be achieved using EDRA* or EpiChord at comparable levels of bandwidth.
When analysing Chameleon L peers, the closest comparison is to the EpiChord
algorithm. As is shown in Figure 7.5, Chameleon L peers for varying ratios of H:L
achieve comparable low hop counts, between 1.25 and 1.45 hops per lookup with<
20 bytes/sec per node. EpiChord performs at very similar levels of bandwidth( 22
bytes/sec) but due to the synergy described in Section 7.4.3, Chameleon L peers
achieve much lower hop counts, with EpiChord nodes performing at > 2.2 hops
per lookup. Hence Chameleon L peers can operate at bandwidth levels at least
as low as EpiChord whilst significantly outperforming EpiChord on hop counts.
Having compared Chameleon with both EpiChord and EDRA*, we have shown
that the overall Chameleon system offers a wider range of performance than can
be achieved by using either EDRA* or EpiChord individually. Depending on a
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nodes available bandwidth, Chameleon node’s can achieve better performance
than the two individual algorithms.
Compared to the Accordion variable hop overlay, Chameleon targets a wider
performance range to achieve lower hop count for peers with high-bandwidth
capacity. Direct comparisons with Accordion are difficult as the measures are
based on network latency, however in [89] the authors report an average round
trip time of 178 ms in their network. With this, Accordion achieves a lookup































Figure 7.5: Bandwidth vs. Hop Count for Chameleon vs. EpiChord and EDRA*
systems
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7.5 Service Discovery on Chameleon
To test Chameleon’s efficiency and flexibility as a service overlay, we implemented
Meta Service Discovery, as described in Section 4.5, using Chameleon.
7.5.1 Data Set
Since future online peer-to-peer service offerings are likely to evolve from existing
consumer-oriented services, the YellowPages (YP) [94] classification, which has
about 2500 categories was selected. For each category, synthetic service names
and service interface names were generated. These services were inserted into
each DHT where each service is indexed by ‘service name’, ‘service interface’ and
a concatenation of both service interface and name. This allows MSD to be
performed by issuing service lookups for metadata.
In the absence of a global approach for measuring service popularity, web page
popularity was used, which is widely suggested to follow a Zipf distribution.
Therefore, we assume that the most popular service is requested twice as often
as the next and so on.
7.5.2 Simulation
Again, service discovery on Chameleon was simulated using the SSFNet simula-
tion environment. The simulations were carried out on an overlay network con-
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sisting of 1200 nodes running on a physical network of 10,450 nodes. Simulation
parameters were consistent with Section 7.4. Two lookup loads for Chameleon
were simulated using services from the YellowPages, both using service popular-
ity according to a Zipf distribution but with varying frequency of lookups. In our
low lookup load, lookups were issued on average every 10 minutes. In our high
lookup load, lookups were issued every 20 seconds. Data was collected after 30
minutes of simulation time, the time taken to grow the network to 1200 nodes.
Data was then collected for a further 2000 seconds.
7.5.3 Results
Firstly, when using MSD in Chameleon, all Chameleon lookups resolved accu-
rately. That is, if a lookup value existed in the system, it was successfully re-
turned. Figure 7.5 shows the bandwidth vs. hop count when comparing the
Chameleon system for varying ratios of H:L peers for two lookup loads. For L
peers, increasing the lookup level reduces the hopcount from between 1.25 - 1.5
hops to 1.09 - 1.23 hops. Bandwidth consumption is shown for H peers. Increas-
ing the lookup rate for high ratios of H:L peers reduces hop counts and increases
bandwidth.
For 90% H peers, bandwidth increased from 45 bytes/sec to 60 bytes/sec and
hop counts dropped from 1.014 to 1.009. However, when a low ratio of H:L peers
exists, bandwidth consumption drops slightly from 169 bytes/sec to around 158
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bytes/sec. In this scenario, in the low lookup load, L peers have low levels of
routing table accuracy and often struggle to find H peers to bridge for them.
When this is the case, H peers take longer to detect L peers (as they receive
less frequent join requests because L peers have inaccurate routing tables). Their
routing tables are therefore out of date, which increases the number of lookups
they have to send to locate data in the overlay. This in turn increases their
bandwidth requirements. However, when the lookup load is increased, L peers
perform significantly better, with much lower hop counts from a more accurate
routing table. This in turn impacts on H peers, who now also have more accurate
routing tables and thus in turn reduce their own bandwidth requirements to locate
lookup values. This explains the reduction of bandwidth for H peers even after
increasing the number of lookups.
7.6 Summary
A unique two-tier P2P overlay system called Chameleon was created using a
combination of the EDRA* and EpiChord routing algorithms. Nodes which have
low available bandwidth can opt to use the EpiChord algorithm, and conversely
nodes which have large available bandwidth can opt to use EDRA*. Using varying
proportions of high and low bandwidth nodes, Chameleon was shown to achieve
close to 1-hop performance for high-bandwidth nodes, and, if the proportion
of high bandwidth nodes is high, almost 1-hop performance for low-bandwidth
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nodes. It was also demonstrated that low bandwidth nodes ‘learn’ from their




The goal of this Thesis was to design a service discovery approach to tackle the
increasing number of incompatible service discovery techniques proliferating the
consumer market. Due to the increasingly mobile nature of networked devices,
this approach needs to be resource-efficient and capable of operating in a Wide
Area Network. With this goal in mind, this chapter presents the key achievements
of the Thesis. These include:
• The SIP Service is capable of bridging multiple administrative domains to
provide service discovery in a Wide Area Network. In addition to bridging
domains, the SIP Service can transfer SIP functionality to adapters (known
as bridging bundles) to translate between SIP and other protocols.
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• Meta Service Discovery provides a method to locate and select the appro-
priate service discovery mechanism according to the context of the mobile
device, such as network domain, location, protocol and application.
• Multi-destination multicast has been integrated with P2P overlays for the
first time. Design criteria has been formulated for its use in P2P networks
with two 1-hop P2P algorithms altered to utilise it. Bandwidth savings of
> 30% were shown to be achievable, and the results were confirmed using
a Markov model.
• Complementary performance was achieved between two P2P overlay main-
tenance algorithms such that, depending on the goal of the system (effi-
ciency or performance), each could be suitable. Using this information,
a unique 2-tier overlay maintenance algorithm was designed and shown
to offer a wider performance range than offered by other variable-hop over-
lays. Additionally, when combining these two algorithms into a single 2-tier
overlay, a synergy between low and high bandwidth nodes was identified.
When low-bandwidth and high-bandwidth nodes co-exist in an overlay, the
performance of low-bandwidth nodes increases as they ’learn’ from their
higher-bandwidth neighbours.
These achievements are detailed in this Chapter.
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8.1.1 Centralised Service Discovery for WANs
Service discovery techniques can be classified as centralised or decentralised. This
Thesis initially attempted to provide WAN service discovery using a combination
of SIP and OSGi, as described in Chapter 3. The outcome was the SIP Service
which offers three primary services to devices and users in an OSGi- enabled net-
work: Inter-gateway bridging, protocol bridging and application layer mobility.
Inter-gateway bridging, described in Section 3.5.3, allows devices and their ser-
vices present on one gateway to be exported to a second gateway using the SIP
Service and bridging bundles. This is achieved by exporting device information
from one domain to the other. Using this information, a bridging bundle on the
foreign domain can create a virtual representation of that device which will exist
on the foreign gateway and offer the services of the physical device. This gives
logical mobility to devices which may not be physically portable.
Protocol bridging provides the translation between different protocols using application-
layer proxying. For example, a SIP device can control a native UPnP device by
issuing control commands via an intermediate bridging bundle. Implementations
of protocol bridging were successful, and control of a UPnP light switch was
achieved using a SIP-enabled device.
Application layer mobility can be achieved by non SIP devices or software bundles
present in the same domain as the SIP Service. By simply requesting SIP UA
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functionality, a non-SIP device can behave as a native SIP device, obtaining full
SIP functionality and all the benefits that come with it, e.g. personal mobility.
The SIP Service provides a viable solution to the growing problem of incompati-
ble service discovery types using bridging bundles to translate between different
protocols. Additionally, by using inter-gateway bridging, the SIP Service is capa-
ble of enabling WAN service discovery. However, to do so a connection between
bridging bundles in each domain must be established, and this does not scale
well. Therefore, an alternative solution was sought.
8.1.2 Decentralised Service Discovery for WANs
To counteract the scalability issue of the SIP Service, decentralised P2P systems,
were considered. P2P systems where peers can offer and use services from any
other peer without relying on centralised resources, are known as P2P service
overlays. By utilising P2P networks for service discovery, a highly scalable and
generally fault-tolerant service discovery mechanism is possible, achieving global
scale service advertisement and discovery.
Using P2P service overlays as a medium for service discovery, this Thesis pre-
sented Meta Service Discovery (MSD). Meta service discovery is used to find and
select a service discovery mechanism by context. As multiple service discovery
mechanisms (SDMs) proliferate across various administrative domains, mobile
devices will require a way to locate and select the appropriate mechanism ac-
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cording to the context of the mobile device, such as network domain, location,
protocol, and application.
To test the feasibility of MSD, three structured overlay-based index systems
(FreePastry, OpenDHT, INS/Twine) were used to index a SDM data set and
wild card queries were issued in each system. We estimated the sizing of the
key set if indexing of SDMs were widely deployed. We further analysed the key
distribution of SDM index entries, focusing on location and domain attributes.
Assuming a SHA1 hash function, MSD obtained key distribution results that
are comparable to measurements from hashing random strings.This identified a
feasible solution to find and select SDMs by context.
Although P2P service overlays are a scalable solution for service discovery, in
many cases they suffer from inefficiencies and many routing algorithms are not
suitable for low-bandwidth/low-resource devices. To tackle this issue, this Thesis
presented the use of multi-destination multicasting in P2P overlays to reduce
bandwidth costs in all categories of P2P systems. By extending the SSFNet
network simulator to support the XCAST multicast protocol, we were able to
measure the bandwidth savings of two P2P routing algorithms, EpiChord and
EDRA, on which parallel unicast operations were replaced with multi-destination
multicast. Where the degree of parallelism used was 5, bandwidth savings were
> 30%. This is a significant saving, especially when the hosting device of the P2P
algorithm is mobile and bandwidth is charged per kilobyte. To further prove the
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bandwidth savings achievable by utilising the XCAST multicast protocol, this
Thesis presented a Markov model of XCAST-enabled EpiChord. This Markov
model confirmed that the savings measured by the simulated XCAST-enabled
network were both realistic and achievable.
However, deployment of multicast routers in the Internet is slow. If only a subset
of all routers are multicast-enabled, these routers forward multicast packets to
other multicast routers using tunnels through unicast routers. Should this be the
case, multicast savings would be reduced. Therefore, multi-destination routing
alone is not a guaranteed method of reducing bandwidth in P2P service overlays.
When comparing the bandwidth consumption of EpiChord and EDRA, the EDRA
algorithm as originally specified was not found to be stable and did not offer good
performance. This Thesis presented a number of corrections and enhancements
to the original EDRA algorithm, and compared the corrected version’s perfor-
mance to that of EpiChord. EpiChord and EDRA use different routing table
maintenance algorithms, and a comparison between these algorithms indicated
complementary performance. The EDRA algorithm can offer close to 1-hop per-
formance at moderate levels of bandwidth, whereas EpiChord offers moderate
performance at much lower bandwidth consumption. Using this information,
this Thesis proposed that combining these algorithms in a single two-tier system
would achieve a scalable and highly efficient P2P algorithm capable of enabling
service discovery.
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Thus, the final offering of this Thesis is the Chameleon P2P algorithm. The
Chameleon P2P service overlay is a unique 2-tier P2P routing algorithm with the
ability to switch routing table maintenance techniques depending on available
bandwidth. Where bandwidth is plentiful, Chameleon nodes can elect to utilise
the active stabilisation maintenance technique used in EDRA. Conversely, where
available bandwidth is minimal, Chameleon nodes can elect to utilise the oppor-
tunistic maintenance algorithm employed by EpiChord. Thus, Chameleon nodes
can achieve a wider range of performance than can be achieved by any other P2P
service overlay to date. For high-bandwidth nodes, performance approaching 1-
hop is available. For low-bandwidth nodes, performance close to 1-hop is also
achievable but for lower bandwidth.
By combining EpiChord and EDRA into a single overlay, this Thesis identified
an improvement in the performance of low-bandwidth EpiChord nodes. This is
due to a synergy between high and low bandwidth nodes which co-exist in a
single overlay. That is, nodes with low-accuracy routing tables passively learn
from nodes in the same system with more accurate routing tables, consequently
improving their performance.
8.2 Mapping to Original Objectives
The original objectives of this Thesis were detailed in Section 1.2. The success
of this work in meeting these objectives is now considered.
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1. Design an approach to service discovery which tackles the in-
creasing number of incompatible service discovery techniques. The
Chameleon system is capable of tackling the increasing number of incompat-
ible service discovery techniques by successfully implementing Meta Service
Discovery.
2. This approach must be resource efficient and suitable for mobile
devices. Nodes in the Chameleon system can alternate between routing
algorithms depending on available bandwidth, making it efficient and ideal
for mobile devices. In addition to the Chameleon algorithm, this Thesis
also identified multi-destination multicast as a suitable extension to P2P
systems, which can reduce bandwidth savings by at least a further 30%.
3. Finally, this approach must be capable of operating in a Wide
Area Network. The Chameleon P2P service overlay is pervasive and
suitable for mobile devices. Therefore, it is ideally suited for operation in
a Wide Area Network.
8.3 Limitations
The purpose of this section is to clearly define the scope of this document. Ad-
dressing several contributions in turn, the limitations of this work are stated.
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• XCAST
This work looked at the usefulness of implementing multi-destination mul-
ticast in P2P networks. To implement multi-destination multicast, XCAST
routers must be deployed in the Internet. To handle partial deployment of
XCAST routers, tunneling is a proposed solution by the Scalable Adaptive
Multicast research group [95]. XCAST routers maintain a routing table
containing the IP addresses of other XCAST routers in the Internet. If
the next hop in the network is not an XCAST router, it would tunnel the
message to the next XCAST router available. If an XCAST router does not
know the address of another XCAST router, it explodes the XCAST packet
into unicast messages and sends them using traditional network routing.
The design of tunneling is yet incomplete, and is still part of the XCAST
standardisation process. Consequently, partial deployment was not simu-
lated here as the aim of this Thesis was to demonstrate the potential of
multi-destination routing in P2P overlays.
It should be noted that, even with just a small number of XCAST enabled
routers in the Internet, notable bandwidth savings are achievable at the
edge link. This first link is quite important as it is often charged by volume
of data sent. As long as the messages sent by a source node in the network
are multi-destination, a useful saving will be achieved.
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One limitation of XCAST is the maximum group size. This Thesis did not
boundary test the maximum practical size of the destination list. This is
restricted by the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the network. Currently
for Ethernet this is 1500 bytes as an upper bound. For IPv4, this gives a
maximum size of 127 addresses [74]. Taking the maximum level of paral-
lelism as 127, the maximum size of a Chameleon network of high-bandwidth
peers is 1E+38.
This work showed that XCAST can give bandwidth savings of around 30%
where the level of parallelism is 5. The optimum level of parallelism was
not studied. A maximum level of parallelism of 5 was chosen to allow the
results to be compared with existing work, demonstrating accurate savings.
XCAST is not suitable for sensor networks due to the processing power
required on each XCAST router.
• Chameleon
The Chameleon algorithm was implemented on the SSFNet network sim-
ulation tool and studied with various network loads and variations in pro-
portions of high and low bandwidth nodes. However, deploying Chameleon
on a mobile device was not in the scope of this work. This is covered in the
further work section.
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Also, this Thesis did not research the best method to classify Chameleon
nodes as high or low bandwidth. Two suggestions were made, but this
Thesis not define what constitutes high or low bandwidth as this can vary
depending on the type of devices using the system and the applications
used.
8.4 Further Study Questions
This document focuses on several key research questions in significant detail.
However, there are a number of secondary research goals which could be further
studied. These include but are not limited to:
1. Effects of partial deployment of the XCAST protocol. As described
in Chapter 5, multicast deployment in the Internet is slow. If only a propor-
tion of routers is multicast-enabled then multicast savings will be reduced.
Implementing multi-destination multicast in P2P networks has been shown
in this Thesis to yield savings of up to 33% where the degree of parallelism
is set to 5. However the effects of varying proportions of multicast enabled
routers has not been studied here.
The participants from the WIDE Project/Fujitsu Lab on behalf of the Scal-
able Adaptive Multicast (SAM) research group [95] have recently developed
a testbed for Application Layer Multicast (ALM) on PlanetLab [33]. Plan-
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etLab is a global research network of in excess of 800 nodes. Their work
is described here [96]. Using this network, a simulated P2P overlay can be
feasibly deployed globally and tested. The proposed tunneling technique
could be tested with varying levels of active XCAST routers to determine
the effects of partial deployment.
To create such a simulation, a P2P simulator such as Overlayweaver [97]
would need to be deployed globally on PlanetLab and configured with P2P
algorithms which are compatible with XCAST, e.g. the extended Epi-
Chord/EDRA and Chameleon algorithms described in this document.
2. Deployment of Chameleon on a mobile Device
The Chameleon algorithm was designed to be suitable for use in devices
with variable bandwidth, e.g. mobile phones. To confirm the suitability of
Chameleon, a working prototype of the system would need to be developed
on a mobile platform. In order to be completely compatible, some challenges
would need to be addressed, one of which is changing IP addresses.
For example, as a mobile device traverses multiple sub-networks, its ad-
dressable location may change. In order to locate a device in a 1-hop P2P
network, its address must remain fixed and constant to keep churn rates
low and to ensure the address is accurate. Thus, if each node had to update
its location every time it changed subnet, churn would be intolerable. One
possible solution to this is Mobile IP, where a device has a permanent ‘care
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of’ address. The suitability of Mobile IP for Chameleon is an interesting
research question but raises concerns over triangular routing, where mes-
sages are routed in a suboptimal manner. Consequently, a modified mobile
IP solution would be required.
For example, it is possible that Chameleon nodes could store their IP ad-
dress in the DHT as a key-value pair with their ‘care of’ address. Whenever
a node changes IP address, it updates its new IP address in the DHT. Nodes
would then try to contact other nodes using the address currently stored in
their routing table. If that lookup fails, they can find the new current ad-
dress by sending a lookup for the nodes ‘care of’ address in the DHT. They
would then update their routing table with the foreign node’s new IP ad-
dress and re-issue the lookup. This mechanism raises a concern about how
to control which stored addresses a node can update. Consequently, further
research would be required into the suitability of Mobile IP for Chameleon.
3. Generic P2P functionality
The Chameleon algorithm does not address other research questions asso-
ciated with P2P algorithms such as how to handle load balancing and the




In this Chapter the key achievements of this work have been highlighted. These
include the design of a P2P algorithm called Chameleon which is efficient and
suitable for WANs and capable of supporting the increasing number of incompat-
ible service discovery techniques. In addition to this, multi-destination routing
has been applied to P2P overlays for the first time, offering significant bandwidth
savings.
A number of secondary achievements also arose from this work. Firstly, there
is the design of the SIP Service which enables device and service discovery and
control in a centralised WAN. In addition to this, the EDRA P2P algorithm
was redesigned to ensure that stable performance of a 1-hop algorithm could be
achieved, the result of which forms part of the successful implementation of the
Chameleon P2P service overlay.
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